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Approaching risk management in IT by implementing it in ITIL
Mario Ivanov, Biser Stefanov
The aim of this article is to suggest a way for adopting a strengthened risk management in the
ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) framework which will be based on specific
guidelines without changing the framework. ITIL is a framework of best practices for IT Service
Management but it has some gaps in managing the risk. In fact, instead of a clear and owned process,
there is only a coordination of exercises which can limit the efficiency of the successful ITIL
implementation. To solve this, in this article we propose mapping the processes from the M_o_R risk
management framework in ITIL, also there are introduced new elements in the risk management ITIL
process, such as key risk indicators and a new process responsible for defining the risk management
itself.
Подход към управление на риска в информационните технологии чрез прилагането му
в ITIL (Марио Иванов, Бисер Стефанов). Целта на тази статия е да бъде предложен начин
за осигуряването на подсилено управление на риска в модела ITIL, което да бъде базирано на
предварително зададени насоки без да бъде променян самият управленчески модел. ITIL е
модел с най-добри практики за управление на IT услуги, но всъщност съществуват някои
пропуски при управлението на риска. Всъщност, вместо ясно дефинирани процеси, съществува
само връзка между няколко метода, което може да ограничи ефективността от успешното
въвеждане на модела. За да бъде разрешен проблемът, сме предложили свързване на процеси
от модела по управление на риск M_o_R с ITIL, също така са представени някои нови
елементи в процеса по управление на риск при ITIL – ключови показатели за риск и нов процес,
отговорен за цялостното определяне на самия процес по управление на риска.

I. Introduction
Nowadays, the risk management appears to be a
vital part of business. Considering that only innovative business needs risk management and there is no
risk for the conservative business is not so right approach. Risk is present for all organizations since their
creation until their dissolution.
Risk can be defined as an opportunity or a threat.
The threat can be caused by some vulnerability of the
organization but actually taking risks is important for
the business evolution. Nevertheless, taking risks with
some precaution and defining contingency plans for
when things go wrong is vital for the organizations.
The risk management can be defined as a process
of understanding cost and efficiently managing unexpected levels of variability of the organizations. Managing risk requires the identification, analysis and
control of the exposure to risk.
The research problem approached in this article focuses on risk management in multi-unit organizations
(organizations that do not focus exclusively on IT).
2

However, the scope is focused on risk management in
IT.
Nowadays all organizations have a very strong relationship with IT, most of them are completely dependent on it and it would not be possible to maintain
large scale business without IT. To achieve the best
return of investment, avoid instability and add value to
an organization, a good risk management is essential
[1]. So the risk management on IT Service Management is an indispensable component.
We have uncountable guidelines, frameworks and
tools designed to support risk management and IT
Service Management. To implement an IT Service
Management framework, ITIL is usually the option.
However, the information about risk management in
the ITIL Library is general and unsatisfactory. Compared with other IT service management frameworks,
ITIL is weak in the risk management field. This forces
organizations to implement a risk management
framework that runs in parallel with IT Service Management, which leads to a loss of efficiency and detail.
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

ITIL V3 has the “coordinated risk assessment
exercises” concept as a base for risk management,
which includes a coordinated set of activities that
identify and assess vulnerabilities and control risks.
The major problem of these exercises is that they do
not assign clear responsibilities for managing risks
and they are not sufficient to manage all IT services in
an ITIL context. There are no triggers to start these
“exercises” and no formally defined inputs or outputs.
In addition, there are risk management elements
missing and a transversal approach is not clearly
defined. Of course each book has a section on "risks",
but these sections are a definition of what risk is and
not exactly an explanation on how to proceed to cover
risk management.
In short, despite risk management being referred to
in ITIL books, this approach is not explained enough
for organizations to implement risk management
without following specialized guidelines for it. So, for
an organization, the big issue is to adopt a strong risk
management in ITIL (and make ITIL more
competitive in this field in comparison with other IT
service management frameworks that have much more
defined guidelines on this subject) in an integrated,
effective and efficient way, without changing the
framework, so that organizations do not have to use
another mechanism for risk management.

Principles that risk management should have:
• Create Value;
• Be an integral part of organizational processes,
should not be a standalone activity, or be
separate from the main activities and processes
of the organization;
• Be part of decision-making, helping prioritize
actions and distinguish among alternative
ways;
• Address uncertainty;
• Be systematic and structured;
• Be based on the best available information.
Sources should be experience, feedback,
observation, forecast and experts’ judgment;
• Risk management should be aligned with the
organization’s external and internal context
and risk profile;
• It should take into account human factors;
• Be timely involved and include stakeholders
and, particularly, decision makers of all levels
of an organization should ensure that risk
management remains relevant and up to date;
• Be dynamic, iterative and responsive to
change;
• Be capable of continual improvement and
enhancement.

II. Risk in the IT
Although risk management is a subject that is
widely discussed nowadays, it is still often
approached in an amateur way. It is common for it to
be done with very archaic tools, without any
integration with governance and sometimes without a
shaped plan.
According to the European Network and
Information Security Agency (ENISA) the major
problems in risk management include:
• Low awareness of risk management activities
within the public and private sector
organizations;
• Absence of a “common language” in the area
of
risk
management
to
facilitate
communication among stakeholders;
• Lack of surveys on existing methods, tools
and good practices;
• Limited or nonexistent interoperability of
methods and integration with corporate
governance.
The ISO31000 appeared to provide a consistent
approach to risk management. It provides generic
guidelines for the principles involved in effective
implementation of risk management.

III. M_o_R – Management of Risk
The M_o_R is a Risk Management Framework
proposed by OGC (Office of Government Commerce)
and is based on four concepts [2]:
• Principle: essential to the development of good
risk management; it is derived from corporate
governance principles, which are based on
corporate governance principles and ISO31000
guidelines;
• Approach: adaptation of the principles to suit
the organization;
• Process: describes the inputs, outputs and
activities involved in ensuring that risk is
identified, assessed and controlled;
• Embedding and Reviewing: ensure that
principles, approach and process are
consistently applied across the organization
and that their application undergoes continual
improvement in order for them to be effective.
M_o_R considers principles, approach and
processes throughout the organization. This
Framework is linked to other OGC Best Practices in
terms of the roles, responsibilities and terminologies
used outside the subject of project management. The
main difference among the other risk frameworks is
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the fact that M_o_R emphasizes risks as being either
threats (downside risks) or opportunities (upside
risks). Following we depicture the M_o_R cycle. We
can notice that M_o_R cycle is very similar to ITIL
cycle.

Fig.2. ITIL Lifecycle [4][5].

Consistent, repeatable processes are the key to
efficiency, effectiveness and the ability to improve
services. These consistent, repeatable processes are
outlined in the ITIL framework.
Fig. 1. M_o_R Framework [2][4].

IV. ITIL
As previously mentioned, ITIL is considered a
framework of Best Practice guidance for IT Service
Management and is widely used in the business world,
not only for IT governance, but for governance in
general. A third version was released in July 2007 as
an upgrade from version 2, published in 2000. ITIL is
a set of guidelines that specifies what the best way to
manage IT is. These base lines specify the processes
needed in defining, planning, implementing,
executing, monitoring and continual improvement of
service IT management. In sum, ITIL is a framework
based on a service Lifecycle.
A service is something that provides something of
value to customers. According to ITIL, all businesses
are dependable from the IT Services and the
organizations have the duty to provide the best
possible quality of service (QoS) to their customers
(Office of Government Commerce, 2007).
The ITIL Service Lifecycle is fully described in
five separate books (following this order) [5]:
• Service Strategy;
• Service Design;
• Service Transition;
• Service Operation;
• Continual Service Improvement;

4

V. Proposing a new model
ITIL provides several benefits to organizations,
such as:
• Reduced process costs in the organization;
• Improved IT services through the use of
proven best practice processes;
• Improved user and customer satisfaction
with IT Services;
• Financial savings from reduced rework,
lost time, improved resource management
and usage;
• Improved decision making and optimized
risk;
• Improved productivity;
• Improved use of skills and experience;
• Framework independent of the platform,
technology or business dimension (the
described process are generic).
All these benefits are forcing the organizations to
enrol in ITIL implementation in order to optimize
their IT services and align them with business.

However, sometimes all benefits come with
misunderstandings, such as:
•

Difficulty in implementing ITIL - As a
generic framework ITIL does not have a guide
on how to implement risk management. It is
important for the implementing organizations
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

to have a well-defined services catalogue.
Another possible technique may be to
implement ITIL gradually, using a phased
approach, and improving the quality of the
services gradually;
• Even though ITIL could reduce the cost of the
operational process in the organization, it can
be costly to implement, and buying all the
books for the employees can be prohibitive.
• Another disadvantage lies on the difficulty to
estimate the ROI of ITIL implementation;
• Organization must adapt to ITIL - staff should
change their behaviours based on ITIL, this
can difficult adapting to the framework.
One of the elements used to support risk
management are the metrics. These metrics help the
management and the board to be in a better position to
manage future events. There are two metrics that stand
out: the Key Risk Indicators (KRI) and the Key
Performance Indicators (KPI).
While KPIs provide a high-level overview of the
performance of the organization, they focus
exclusively on its historical performance and key units
and operations, while KRIs provide timely leadingindicator information about emerging risks. In some
cases, KRIs may represent key ratios that the
management (throughout the organization) tracks as
indicators of evolving risks, and potential
opportunities, which point out the need for actions to
be taken. Others may be more elaborate and involve
the aggregation of several individual risk indicators
into a multi-dimensional score about emerging events
that may lead to new risks or opportunities [3].
On Fig. 3 there is outlined the proposed model to

simplify and clarify the implementation of risk
management in organizations, proposing some new
elements of risk management inside ITIL process and
making risk management possible in ITIL without
using an extra framework to do this [4].
This model has at its foundation the related work,
the experience of experts in the field and our own
experience with an ITIL oriented tool (Easyvista) and
Methodology. Its main elements are:
• The new Risk Management process (broken
into two parts);
• The definition of KRI amid ITIL;
• Mapping of M_o_R processes in ITIL subprocesses;
• Reinforcing of ITIL risk management
concepts such as CSF (Critical Success
Factors), a potential risk and strategic
response to all ITIL processes.
To sum up this model combines a set of concepts
from ITIL (outlined in green in the conceptual map
above), from M_o_R (outlined in red) and concepts
shared by these two frameworks (outlined in yellow).
The ITIL processes will be reinforced with risk
management elements and injected with the new
M_o_R concepts referred to in the figure above.
Besides the introduction of these new elements, all
ITIL processes will be wrapped in M_o_R principles
and approaches as is proposed in the M_o_R
framework for organization services.
Another main new element is the new risk
management process. The goal of the risk
management process is to identify, assess and
transversally control risks in the organization. But

Fig. 3. Model conceptual map.
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apart from other processes, this one is broken into
two.
The first part is in Service Strategy and it is
responsible for identifying what risks an organization
is willing to support. Here is aboard the accountability
risk. In this phase an organization will decide on what
it can handle and what it cannot base on other Service
Strategy outputs. The result is the input used to design
the risk management phase.
In the second part, the process focuses on
operational risks. The risk management process
receives output from Service Strategy and input from
other design processes. This includes the analysis of
the assets’ value to the business, the identification of
the threats to those assets, and an evaluation of how
vulnerable each asset is to those threats.
The advantage of including this process in ITIL is
having risk management clearly assigned to defined
roles, establishing the scope of an organization on
Service Strategy and defining the owner process,
technique, task as well as inputs and outputs on
Service Design, giving risk management a main role
in ITIL process and a specialized and continual
intervention. In addition, once the output about risk
management is formalized, it guarantees predict
services with more quality. The formalization of a risk
management process is proposed in other ITSM
frameworks and is supported by several specialists.
The design risk management process is responsible for
identifying KRIs and CSF with the manager owner of
the other processes. The output of this process is a
central risk management orientated to each design
process that diffused all ITIL processes.

For the existing processes we identified new risk
elements: Key Risk Indicators (KRIs), Critical
Success Factors (CSF) and the respective strategic
response for all potential risks. All ITIL processes
must have Risk Management elements according their
purpose. Naturally some processes have stronger risk
management elements than others, mainly processes
that provide input to others (providing a base for other
processes).
The definition of KRIs is important in the way that
it provides a set of risk management guidelines
(indicators as the name suggests), making risk
management clearer and more efficient. They must be
measurable and clear about what they measure.
This KRIs must be defined from top to bottom
according organization structure (fig. 4). It is logical
that a large company risk management has several
layers. These KRIs must be followed by cost
associated to the potential risks and must be estimated
for qualified staff.
This article is not inclusive of all KRIs but simply
an example of how KRIs may be mapped to
processes. The number of KRIs here will be one or
two per CSF as a service or process has no more than
two to three associated CSFs. This may not sound
much but when considering the number of services
and processes, it is a lot. In the organization it is
important to define not all KRIs but the ones
connected to potential risks that may have a more
significant impact in the organization. For all potential
risks identified, we defined one or more KRIs and a
specific strategic response. However, according to the
organization’s particularities, this list can be enforced

Fig. 4. KRI Structure.
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and adjusted, always keeping M_o_R principles in
mind.
In this model it is considered that all ITIL
Processes have a cycle of M_o_R process (Identify,
Assess, Plan and Implementation) that guarantees that
M_o_R processes are fully embedded in the ITIL
framework. Each M_o_R step is mapped in, at least
one, ITIL sub-process.
The M_o_R concepts (KRI’s, strategic response,
potential risks) are mapped inside ITIL processes. But
for all working its important wrap one by one ITIL
(going to ITIL sub-process) process by M_o_R
principles and approach. In accordance to M_o_R,
there are 8 principles. Although this is a useful and
complete set of guidelines about what is expected
from a risk management framework in an
organization, according to ISO31000, there are some
gaps. One of them is the fact that opportunity is not
referred to, like in M_o_R.
These principles are concerned with achieving
outcomes by defending or changing organizational
performance. They are used to elaborate strategy and
to provide continual improvement. These principles
must be applied in transversal way in all ITIL Process.

Wrapping all ITIL processes, M_o_R concepts of
embedding and review must be integrated in CSI.
The values of this integration must be presented
and communicated to stakeholders throughout all
processes. The pillars are:
•
•
•
•
•

Embedding the principles;
Changing the culture for risk management;
Measuring the value;
Overcoming the common barriers to success;
Identifying and establishing opportunities for
change.
Next we can systematically apply this model to

ITIL process. Hence the article structure follows the
ITIL structure, we suggest creating sections
corresponding to the ITIL modules and each subsection corresponds to an ITIL process containing:
• A summary about the process and its
relationship with risk management;
• Its critical success factors (CSF);
• A table with its main potential risks, KRIs and
strategic response;
• A mapping of M_o_R processes on each subprocess ITIL (e.g. figure 5).
VI. Understanding the risk in ITIL
Service Strategy
The strategy services are mostly about identifying
all the organization’s scope, including risk. Service
Strategy process determines which services the IT
organization offers and what capabilities need to be
developed.
The risk part is about the ability of the organization
to limit its exposure to risk. The aim should be to
make an accurate risk assessment in a given situation,
and analyze the potential benefits.
Service Design
The scope of Service Design includes the design
and development of new services as well as changes
and improvements to existing ones. It covers design
principles and methods for converting strategic
objectives into services and service assets. These
principles must be in accordance with M_o_R
principles.
There are a number of risks directly associated to
the Service Design phase of the Service lifecycle.
These risks need to be identified, assessed, planned
and implemented to ensure that they receive proper

Fig. 5 Mapped M_o_R process to an ITIL sub-process.
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treatment.
But this is not enough for a good risk management.
A good implementation of the new process, the Risk
Management process, is important. The objective of
the Risk Management process is to identify, assess
and control risks. This includes analyzing the value of
assets to the business, identifying threats to those
assets, and evaluating how vulnerable each asset is to
those threats.
Following we will identify the key risk indicators
of all Design Processes and detail the new Risk
management process.
Service Transition
The objective of ITIL Service Transition is to build
and deploy IT services. Service Transition also makes
sure that changes to services and Service Management
processes are carried out in a coordinated way while
controlling the risks of failure and disruption.
Associated to this model, there are some risks that
have already been identified by ITIL, such as:
• Change in accountabilities, responsibilities
and practices of existing projects that demotivate the workforce;
• Alienation of some key support and
operations staff;
• Additional unplanned costs to services in
transition;
• Resistance to change and circumvention of the
processes due to perceived bureaucracy;
• Excessive costs to the business caused by
overly risk-averse Service Transition practices
and plans;
• Knowledge sharing (as the wrong people may
have access to information);
• Lack of maturity and integration of systems
and tools resulting in people ‘blaming’
technology for other shortcomings;
• Poor integration between the processes causing process isolation and a silo approach
to delivering ITSM;
• Loss of productive hours, higher costs, loss of
revenue or perhaps even business failure as a
result of poor service transition processes.
In this section we will identify the process
responsible for dealing with the identified main risk in
ITIL and identify the KRIs and the strategic response
to each one.
Service Operation
The objective of ITIL Service Operation is to make
sure that IT services are delivered effectively and
8

efficiently. This includes fulfilling user requests,
resolving service failures, and fixing problems as well
as carrying out routine operational tasks. The risk
management on this module is around organization
routine and focuses on delivering and supporting all
services at the same time. So part of risk management
on this module is to monitor services, identify risks
and make sure they do not materialize. Operation
managers should work closely with Service Design
and Service Transition to provide the operation
perspective, thus ensuring that design and transition
outcomes support the overall operational needs.
Continual Service Improvement
The Continual Service Improvement (CSI) process
uses methods from quality management in order to
learn from past successes and failures. The CSI
process aims to continually improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of IT processes and services in line
with the concept of continual improvement adopted in
ISO 20000. For this it is vital to integrate risk
management into the culture of the organization, and
to explain how this can be achieved and highlight the
need for regular review.
While Risk Management in design and transition
stages must organize concepts and mainly identify
risks of the service lifecycle, a good CSI program will
assess the results of Risk Management activities to
identify service improvements. This can be done
through risk mitigation, elimination and management
as well as by regularly reviewing the goals to be
achieved in order to ensure risk management is being
appropriately and successfully handled across the
organization. For this it is important to embed risk
management into the organization’s culture and put
mechanisms in place to review and confirm that the
approach to risk management remains appropriate
given the organization’s objectives and context.
Following we present the steps of a successful CSI
wrapping:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Embedding and reviewing M_o_R Step;
Embedding the M_o_R principles into the
organization;
Changing the culture for risk management;
Measuring the value through a Service
Measurement process;
Overcoming the common barrier to success;
Identifying and establishing opportunities for
change.
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VII. Evaluating the risk management
Once the creation of knowledge about risk in the
organization’s assessment of required risk, mitigation
is put into action to determine where risk mitigation
measures are required, and to identify Risk Owners
who will be responsible for their implementation and
ongoing maintenance.
As a result, the process in how the M_o_R Steps
will be implemented amid ITIL process must be
defined.
In addition, an organization is supposed to have a
continuous support that defines a framework for risk
management that continually identifies risk across the
organization, and, most importantly, this process
specifies how risk is quantified, what risks the
organization is willing to accept, and who is in charge
of the various Risk Management duties.
The clarification of risk management on ITIL
processes was well accepted by all experts. Some of
them argued that there are some risk management
elements in ITIL already. However, they admitted
difficulty in identifying an effective way to use them.
The introduction of new metrics in ITIL was also
well accepted by all experts. The importance given to
this element varied significantly and only one expert
pointed out as an advantage the implementation of
KRIs in the levels.
The most frequently pointed out advantages to the
use of this model were:
• Having the responsibility for risk management
clearly assigned;
• Having consistent guidelines for the
implementation of risk management among
ITIL.
• The
most
frequently
pointed
out
disadvantages to the use of this model were:
• Increased bureaucracy;
• Potential to an increase in costs and/or time
(given that sometimes managing risk can be
more expensive that the risk itself).
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VIII. Conclusion
With this suggested implementation, we provided
an enhanced view of the risk management being
embedded and reinforced within the ITIL framework.
Additional concepts were suggested to provide a
guideline about how risk management must work in
organizations, specify metrics to identify risk
management elements and link strategic responses to
them.
In this model we presented a set of artificially
created guidelines according to the organization
environment and experts’ experience. Our work in the
management of risk alongside ITIL can always be
discussed and continued, providing a foundation for
future work in the field.
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Design and investigations of approximately linear phase
Hilbert transformers
Kamelia Nikolova
In this work a new design procedure of approximately linear phase (ALP) digital Hilbert
transformers (HT) is proposed. First, the possible positions of the transfer function (TF) poles of such
HTs realizations are studied and then different allpass sections, realizing such TF poles are
investigated. A very efficient approach to extend the frequency range over which the phase difference
of the approximately linear phase allpass-based digital HT is kept near constant while reducing the
deviation of the phase from 90º in a limited word-length environment is proposed. It is based on a
worst-case phase-sensitivity minimization of each individual special second and fourth order allpass
sections in the cascade realization of the imaginary branch of the ALP HT, including replacements of
some special second order allpass sections by two real first order low sensitivity allpass sections. The
effectiveness of the proposed design is experimentally verified and the HTs so obtained are very
suitable for different telecommunication applications, especially in the situations where the energy
consumption has to be reduced.
Проектиране и изследване на Хилбертови трансформатори с приблизително линейна
фаза (Камелия Николова). В тази статия е предложена нова процедура за проектиране на
цифрови Хилбертови трансформатори (ХT) с приблизително линейна фаза. Първо са
анализирани всички възможни местоположения на полюсите на предавателната функция
(ПФ), характерни за този тип ХТ и след това са изследвани различни фазови звена (ФЗ),
които реализират тези полюси. Предложен е много ефективен подход, който се основава на
минимизиране на фазовата чувствителност на всяко отделно специално фазово звено от
втори и четвърти ред, участващо в каскадната реализация на имагинерния клон на цифров ХТ
с приблизително линейна фаза, като включва и замяна на някои от специалните фазови звена
от втори ред с две реални ниско-чувствителни фазови звена от първи ред. В резултат на този
подход се разширява честотният обхват, при който цифровият ХТ с приблизително линейна
фаза запазва фазовата разлика приблизително постоянна и се намалява отклонението от 90º
на фазовата разлика при работа с ограничена дължина на кодовата дума. Ефективността на
предложената процедура за проектиране е доказана експериментално и така получените
Хилбертови трансформатори са много подходящи за различни телекомуникационни
приложения, особено в случаите, когато потреблението на енергия трябва да се намали.

I. Introduction
Hilbert transformers (HT) find numerous
applications in different fields of telecommunications
and signal processing. They are important building
blocks in radar and sonar systems, in single sideband
modulation, in speech/audio/image/video processing.
HTs are used for I and Q signal generation [1], for
correction of the distortions in the loudspeakers [2],
for suppression of oscillations in acoustic feedback
systems [3] and in many other practical systems. A
number of methods for designing digital HTs have
been developed through the years and most of them
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have been well systematized in [4] [5] [6]. The digital
HTs can be realized either with finite impulse
response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR)
filters. The FIR based HTs are well described and
investigated in [7]. Their disadvantages like very high
transfer function (TF) order, total delay and power
consumption are not acceptable for portable and
mobile telecoms applications and equipments. That is
the reason the IIR realizations to be preffered,
although the possible instability can occur in a case of
limited worldlength environement and severe TF
coefficients quantization. Most often the IIR Hilbert
transformers are based on the usage of allpass
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structures. The theory of the allpass-based HTs is
quite mature and several design methods using real or
complex allpass structures have been summarized in
[4] [5] [6]. The HT design procedure depends on the
initial halfband (HB) design method selected (even- or
odd-order, approximately linear-phase or minimum
phase).
The approximately linear phase (ALP) allpassbased HTs are chosen to be considered in this paper.
This type of HT consists of allpass structures only in
the imaginary branch while in the real one only the
time shifts are performed. Although, the complexity of
the allpass structures is higher than in the nonlinearphase case, the ALP allpass-based HT is used in
numerous practical applications, especially in the
cases when the delay of the liner-phase FIR
counterpart cannot be tolerated [8]. One of the
advantages of this structure is that the TF poles are not
so closed to the unit circle which leads to better
roundoff noise performance and lower coefficient
sensitivity, especially in narrowband case [9]. The
variety of design methods of IIR-halfband filters
presented for systems with approximately linear phase
for maximally flat and Chebyshev approximations are
well summarized in [5], and some new design
procedures are proposed in [10] [11], but no specific
methods for accuracy improvement have been
reported. The problem with the accuracy of the
realization of the HTs is very important in many of the
telecommunication applications, like in mobile
communications, WiMAX and software-defined
radio. In many of these applications and especially in
portable and mobile communication equipment a
fixed-point arithmetic with a shorter wordlength is
used. This results in accuracy reduction and special
measures have to be taken to prevent that.
The main aim of this work is to try to improve the
accuracy of the ALP allpass-based HTs throughout the
phase sensitivity minimization of the individual
allpass sections used in the cascade realization of the
imaginary branch. As a result, a further reduction of
the computational load, achievement of shorter word
length and lower power consumption for a given
accuracy are expected. The design procedures,
including such sensitivity minimization should be
straightforward, without iterative and complicated
optimization steps and must keep low the complexity
and the TF order.
This paper is organized into 7 sections. Section 2
summarizes the allpass-based ALP HTs design
procedure. In Sections 3 the realization of the initial
and special allpass sections are considered. The worstcase phase-sensitivities are studied in section 4. The
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proposed low-sensitivity design procedure is outlined
in Section 5. Based on the knowledge gathered from
our previous investigation [12] [13] an optional design
step is included in the proposed design procedure - to
further minimize the sensitivity by replacing some of
the special second order allpass sections by cascades
of properly selected first order allpass sections. In
Section 6 it is demonstrated experimentally how
efficiently the accuracy of the HTs in a limited
wordlength environment is improved. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 7.
II. Approximately linear phase design
An ideal digital Hilbert transformer is described in
the frequency domain as [14]
(1)

− j , 0 ≤ ω < π
.
H HT (e jω ) = 
 j, − π ≤ ω < 0

HT is a type of digital filter whose purpose is to
introduce a 90° phase shift of the input signal. In the
ideal HT all the positive frequency components are
shifted by -90°, while all the negative components are
shifted by 90° [7]. Unfortunately, this ideal system is
non-causal and cannot be realized. Thus, all practical
realizations are only approximating an ideal HT,
having non-constant 90o phase-response over a
frequency range narrower than (0≤ω<π) and nonconstant unity magnitude-response (in the case of all
FIR and some IIR realizations). Every known allpassbased HT design method starts from a HB filter. The
following relations between the passband Fp and the
stopband FSB edges and between the passband δp and
stopband δSB ripples plus the admissible phase
deviation Δφmax are valid for the prototype HB filter
[4]
(2a)

δ p = 1 − 1 − δ 2SB ;

(2b)

Fp = 0.5 − FSB ;

(2c)

δ SB = sin( Δϕ max / 2) .

The design of ALP allpass-based HT starts from a
special IIR halfband filters with the following transfer
function [4] [6]:
(3)

G ( z ) = 0.5[ z − N + A( z 2 )] ,

where N is restricted by the condition, that the total
degree of the system has to be odd [15]. Thus, the
allpass TF A( z 2 ) must be of even order chosen to be
N ± 1 . This results in increasing the complexity of the
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A( z 2 ) and thus the allpass TF could be represented as
a product of second-order A2 k ( z 2 ) and fourth order

A4 k ( z 2 ) terms [7] as it is given in [5][6]
K 0 ,1

(4)

K0 , 2

A( z 2 ) = ∏ A2 k ( z 2 )∏ A4 k ( z 2 ) =
k =1

K 0 ,1

k =1

−2 K 0 , 2

a +z
∏ 1+ka z −2
k =1
k

ck +bk z −2 +z −4
∏ 1+b z −2 +c z −4
k =1
k
k

.

The specific issue here is the initial HB TF G(z)
poles positions. The poles are located either on the
imaginary axis or symmetrically around the imaginary
axis, but far from the unit circle as it is shown in Fig.
1 for the case of 14th order HB filter ( K 0,1 = 1 and

K 0,2 = 3 ). It is demonstrated also how these poles are
assigned to the individual 4th order TFs, respectively
A41 ( z 2 ) , A42 ( z 2 ) and A43 ( z 2 ) .

III. Allpass sections realizations
As it can be seen from Fig. 1 and as follows from
(4) special second-order and also special fourth-order
allpass sections will be needed. We call them
“special” because of the missing odd degrees of the
polynomials in the numerator and denominator (4).
All poles in case of the special second order allpass
TF lie in couples on the real axes. These sections are
having zero TF coefficients before z-1 and can be
obtained from every known real first order allpass
section by adding a unit delay in the delay circuit. The
poles of the special fourth order section are appearing
in quadruplets with two mirror-image (with respect
the imaginary axes) couples of complex-conjugated
poles. Similarly, these sections can be obtained from
every known real second order allpass section by
replacing every delay element by two delays.
The worst-case phase-sensitivity minimization of
the individual allpass section used in the realization of
every couple of complex-conjugated poles is
considered. We have, therefore, to identify all possible
TF poles positions and to analyze all known allpass
sections in order to have a proper selection for every
pole position.
A. First order allpass sections
Our investigation in [12] shows that there is no
allpass section providing low sensitivity for the entire
frequency range. It was found in [13] [16] that several
low-sensitivity sections for every single real pole
position could be found: the ST1 section (6),
providing low-sensitivity for poles near z=1, MH1 (7),
SC (8), having low sensitivity for poles near z = 0 and
SV (9) section for poles near z = -1. Their transfer
functions are:

.
Fig. 1. HB TF pole positions for ALP design

H ST 1 (z ) =

(7)

H MH 1 (z ) =

(8)

H SС ( z ) =

− b − z −1
;
1 + bz −1

(9)

H SV (z ) =

1 − c + z −1
.
1 + (1 − c )z −1

Fig. 2. ALP HT realization

The corresponding ALP HT has the following TF:
(5)

[

]

H ( z ) = 2 jG ( − jz ) = ( −1) ( N +1) / 2 z − N + jA( − z 2 ) .

The realization (for real input signal x(n)) is given in
Fig. 2.
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− (1 − a ) + z −1
;
1 − (1 − a )z −1

(6)

− b + z −1
;
1 − bz −1

B. Second order allpass sections
We have studied most of the known second order
allpass sections in our previous research [13] [17]. A
part of them like those proposed in [18] (ST2A and
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

ST2B) are developed in order to have low sensitivity
for TF poles near z = 1. What is specific here is that
the TF poles (4) are situated closer to the center of the
unit circle what is not the usual case. The
investigations of allpass based fractional delay digital
filters in [17] have shown the need for development of
allpass sections with low-sensitivity for pole position
around the area z=0 and such second order allpass
section (namely IS) was proposed there. It was also
found in [17] that there is a deficiency of sections for
low sensitivity realizations of poles in other zones of
the unit-circle. We selected to use here ST2A and IS
together with the most popular sections, having
canonical structures and known with low sensitivities,
namely the Mitra and Hirano sections (MH2B) and the
Kwan sections (KW2B). These sections are realizing
the following TFs:
(10)

H MH 2 B ( z ) =

b2 − b1 z −1 + z −2
;
1 − b1 z −1 + b2 z −2

(11)

H KW 2 B ( z ) =

d1 + d 2 − 1 − (d1 − d 2 ) z −1 + z −2
;
1 − (d1 − d 2 ) z −1 + (d1 + d 2 − 1) z −2

(12)

H ST 2 A ( z ) =

(13)

H IS ( z ) =

1 − 2b − 2(1 − b)(1 − 2a ) z −1 + z −2
;
1 − 2(1 − b)(1 − 2a ) z −1 + (1 − 2b) z −2

b + (−a − 2b + ab) z -1 + z -2
.
1 + (−a − 2b + ab) z -1 + bz -2

C. Special second order allpass sections
The allpass TFs in (4) are having all their poles as
it was shown in Fig. 1, while the poles of ALP HTs
(5) are situated in mirror-imaged couples around and
on the real axes. In the literature [7] the special second
order allpass sections usually are realized starting
from the well known lattice allpass section which
coincides with the popular Mitra-Hirano MH1 section
(7). But our investigation shows that the possible real
pole positions are scattered over the real axes and
more especially in the range ± [0.5 ÷ 1) and thus it is
expected that the special second order section derived
from MH1 section will have different phase
sensitivities when realizing different TF poles. In
order to improve the accuracy of the allpass-based
HTs we propose to minimize the overall sensitivity in
the lower branch in Fig. 1 by realizing every couple of
real poles with second-order sections, providing the
lowest sensitivity for the given TF pole positions.
We developed several special second-order
sections starting from the real first order sections
described in Section 3A by changing the signs of the
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

coefficients of the allpass TFs in Eqs. (6)–(9) and by
replacing z-1 by z-2 in the allpass structures [5][6]. We
denote these second order allpass sections as MH1-2,
ST1-2, SV-2 and SC-2.
D. Special fourth order allpass sections
As it was mentioned above the special fourth order
allpass TF in (4) can be obtained from every known
second-order real allpass section by replacing z-1 by z-2
and z-2 by z-4 in the allpass TFs (10)-(13) i.e. by
adding an additional delay element to the delays in
their realizations. Usually, in the literature, these
sections are realized starting with MH2 (10) sections.
The possible poles positions of such special fourth
order allpass TF have been studied for different ALP
HT TF order and it was found that they are scattered
over the entire unit-circle as it was the case for the
allpass based fractional delay digital filters considered
in [17], which means that most of the realizations with
Mitra and Hirano sections will have quite high
sensitivities. We can reduce these sensitivities by
realizing every quadruplet of poles with a structure
having the lowest sensitivity for the pole positions of
every specific quadruplet.
We have developed several special fourth-order
sections starting from the TFs (10)-(13) and we
denoted these special fourth order allpass sections as
MH2B-4, KW2B-4, ST2A-4 and IS-4.
IV. Sensitivity investigations
A. Special second order allpass sections
Two typical for approximately linear phase HTs
real pole positions were selected:
 a couple of poles near z = ±1;
 a couple of poles around z = ±0.5.
The WS phase-sensitivities of the four special
second-order sections from Sect. 2.C are given in Fig.
3 for TF pole positions, corresponding to coefficients
bMH1-2 = 0.53225 and bMH1-2 = 0.932734. We calculate
the WS phase sensitivity by using the package
PANDA [19]. It can be seen that there is a significant
difference between the maximal values of the
sensitivities, and most obviously for the poles near z =
± 1 - the difference is more than 10 times. As a result,
we can conclude that the worst-case phase sensitivities
of special second order allpass sections so derived
conduct the behavior of those of the corresponding
real second order allpass sections. It is obvious that
the ST1-2 is the best choice for TF poles (Fig. 3b) near
z = ± 1 . But this is not the case for the other TF pole
positions (Fig. 3a) when more than one section with
similar sensitivities are possible, so additional
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investigations must be done in order to design the HT
realization with the lowest sensitivity.

a) bMH1-2 = 0.53235, resp. a, c = ±0.46765

b) bMH1-2 = 0.932734, resp. a, c = ±0.067266
Fig. 3. WS phase-sensitivities of the special secondorder allpass sections for two different TF poles positions.

B. Special fourth order allpass sections
In Fig. 4 the WS phase-sensitivities of four special
fourth-order sections for two different TF poles
positions are given. The corresponding TF poles
positions are also given in Fig. 4.

b) b1MH2B-4 = 0.489785, b2MH2B-4 = 0.166375
Fig. 4. WS phase-sensitivities of special 4th order allpass
sections.

As it can be seen, there is a great difference
between the sensitivities of the individual realizations
for the TF poles considered. The KW2B-4 and MH2B4 phase sensitivities are from two to four times
smaller compared to the others for TF poles positions
given in Fig. 4a. The worst-case phase-sensitivities
behavior is pretty different for the TF poles position
given in Fig. 4b, where the IS-4 section has the best
choice. Therefore, the proper selection of the allpass
sections for such TF poles positions producing the
ALP HT having the lowest sensitivity is not so clear
and not so easy. It will be rather necessary to conduct
some additional investigations for every quadruplet of
poles in order to design the HT realization with the
lowest overall sensitivity.
C. Overall HT sensitivity investigations
The overall WS sensitivity of the ALP HT depends
only on the sensitivity of the allpass sections used in
the cascade realization in the imaginary branch to the
changes of all the multiplier coefficients mk
(14)

a) b1MH2B-4 = -0.627053, b2MH2B-4 = 0.120771

14

K

WS ϕi ( ω) =  S ϕi ( ω ) ,
m

k =1

mk

where K is the number of the sections whose phase
response is denoted by ϕi (ω) . The WS sensitivity in
every branch is calculated using PANDA [19].
In order to estimate how the proper choice of the
special sections will affect the behavior of the ALP
HT realization in a limited wordlength environment,
an initial ALP halfband filter (4) was designed with
Fp=0.3, N=13 and NA=N+1=14, and with a
Chebyshev approximation of the desired linear phase.
The allpass TF A( z 2 ) was obtained by following the
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programs described in [5] [6] and its poles positions
are exactly these given in Fig. 1. The allocation of the
poles to the corresponding sections’ TFs is also given
in the Fig.1. The design procedure results in 66 dB for
the minimal stopband attenuation of the initial filter.
The TF poles of A(− z 2 ) (5) are: p1,2=±0.89317,
p3-6=±0.13037±j0.57491,
p7-10=±0.37132±j0.47199
and p11-14=±0.57130±j0.28548 and they have to be
realized as a cascade of one special second-order and
three special fourth-order sections. Four realizations
with different possible sets of special sections were
designed. The combinations of the sections in these
four realizations are given in Table 1 and the WS
sensitivities of the imaginary branch (Fig. 2) are
shown in Fig. 5.
Table 1
Different structures selections to realize every TF pole
for ALP HT design
TF poles
p3-6
p7-10
p10-14
p1,2
Variants
1
MH1-2 MH2B-4 MH2B-4 MH2B-4
2
MH1-2 KW2B-4 KW2B-4 KW2B-4
3
MH1-2 IS-4
MH2B-4 ST2A-4
4
ST1-2 MH2B-4 IS-4
IS-4

Fig. 5. Worst-case phase-sensitivities of the lower branch
(Fig. 1) of a 14th order ALP HT realized as a cascade of
different sets of special 2nd and 4th-order allpass sections.

It is seen in Fig. 5, that the proper choice of the
individual special allpass sections realizing each TF
pole can result in two time smaller WS phasesensitivity for the HT realization as it was the case for
the fourth realization given in Table 1. The realization
of the ALP HT which consists of one ST1-2, one
MH2B-4 and two IS-4 sections follows the
recommendations given in Section 3 and as it can be
seen is outperforming the other sets.
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V. Low Sensitivity Design
Based on the investigations so conducted and the
results so observed, we propose the following design
steps in order to achieve higher phase difference
accuracy of the approximately linear phase Hilbert
transformer in a limited wordlength environment:
1. Obtain H HT (z ) (1) according to the application
requirements by applying the standard design
procedure described in Section 2 and determine the
corresponding real allpass TFs (4) as a product of
special 2nd and special 4th-order allpass TFs terms.
2. Identify where in the unit circle the special
allpass sections TF poles are situated and carefully
select from well known (from sources like Section 3,
[16][17]) or develop new special allpass sections
realizing each couple and quadruplet of poles with the
lowest sensitivity and verify this by sensitivity studies
as these in Figs. 3, 4.
3. (Optional – in case of very high accuracy
requirements.) It is better to decompose special
second-order allpass sections to two real first order
allpass sections, for the real TF poles in the zone
( 0.5 < z < 0.9 ). This research was conducted in our
previous investigation described in [12] [13] and will
be demonstrated in Section 6.
4. Investigate the overall sensitivities in the
imaginary branch of the ALP HT for all possible
combinations of the selected special allpass sections
realizations in order to select the best set as shown in
Section 4.
5. Verify the selection by simulating the structure
in a limited word-length environment.
VI. Experiments
The accuracies of the ALP HTs realizations given
in Table 1 in a limited wordlength environment are
compared in Fig.6. CSD code is used for TF
coefficients representation and they are quantized to 4
and 5 significant bits. As it can be seen from Fig. 6, it
is difficult to maintain a high accuracy in wider
frequency range even in the case of quantization to 5
significant bits. Fig. 6b demonstrates how it is
important to analyze the possible TF poles positions in
order to select the most proper allpass sections for
their realizations. The deviation from the phase
quadrature in this case is about ±2o. The highest
accuracy in a wider frequency range is achieved by
the fourth realization given in Table 1 and 5 bits used
for TF coefficients representation and can be seen in
Fig. 6d. If there is a need of higher accuracy we can
follow the recommendation given in the optional
design step (described in the design procedure) - to
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decompose the special second-order allpass section to
two real first order allpass sections having the lowest
phase-sensitivity for real TF poles in the zone
( 0.5 < z < 0.9 ). The results so obtained are shown in
Fig. 7.

a)

b)

As it can be seen from Fig. 7 the significant
improvement of the phase difference accuracy in a
wider frequency range closed to the non quantized one
in the case of 4 significant bits used for TF
coefficients representation is achieved.
VII. Conclusions
It was shown in this work that the worst-case
phase-sensitivity minimization of the individual
special allpass sections used for the realization of the
imaginary branch of the approximately linear phase
allpass-based digital Hilbert transformers could
considerably improve the accuracy in a limited
wordlength environement. Then a proper design
procedure also including an optional design step in a
case of higher performance requirements was
proposed. The effectiveness of the design procedure
was experimentally demonstrated. The effect of this is
a reduction of the computational load and
achievement of a shorter wordlength and lower power
consumption for a given accuracy – all very important
for realization of portable and mobile communication
equipment.
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Fig. 6. Wordlength dependence of the accuracy of the ALP
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Fig. 7. Accuracy improvement of the phase difference of the
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real first order allpass sections are used instead of the
special second order allpass section.
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Resource structure for smart metering systems supporting
prepaid functionality
Ivaylo I. Atanasov
Smart metering is one of the main application areas of Machine-to-Machine communications
(M2M). Smart meters using M2M can automatically collect and send data about energy supply and
usage for monitoring and billing by utilities companies. Prepayment smart metering systems help customers budget with their utilities consumption. This paper suggests an information model of resources
of smart metering information system which supports prepayment functionality. Based on requirements to energy usage monitoring for prepaid customers, a tree structure modeling relationship of different resource types supporting advanced tariffing and payment management is synthesized. Uses
cases which illustrate the usage of the suggested smart metering resource structure are presented.
Структура на ресурси за системи за интелигентно отчитане, поддържащи предплатена функционалност (Ивайло Атанасов). Интелигентното отчитане е една от основните приложни области на комуникациите между устройства (М2М). Интелигентните отчитащи устройства, използващи М2М, могат автоматично да събират и изпращат данни за
предоставената и консумирана енергия на разпределителните дружества с цел наблюдение и
таксуване. Предплатените интелигентни отчитащи системи подпомагат управлението на
бюджета на клиентите и доставчиците на електроенергия. Тази статия предлага информационен модел на ресурси на интелигентна отчитаща информационна система, която поддържа предплатена функционалност. На базата на изискванията към наблюдение на използването на енергия за предплатени потребители, е синтезирана дървовидна структура, моделираща, връзките между различни типове ресурси, поддържащи множество тарифи и управление на предплатения профил. Представени са случаи на използване, които илюстрират приложимостта на предложената структура на ресурси.
Introduction
Smart electricity meters are the next generation
meters which support a range of intelligent functions
[17], [3]. Their primary target is the improvement of
energy efficiency for the end users and thus reducing
the greenhouse gas emissions. Smart meters using
Machine to Machine communications (M2M) can
automatically collect data about energy supply and
usage for monitoring and billing by utilities companies
[10], [11]. Most of the smart meters that are being
installed today use M2M to send meter readings to
suppliers providing them with the means for better
understanding and serving customers [7], [12], [18].
M2M applications for smart metering provide functions for raising customers’ awareness of actual consumption and making smarter decisions about their
energy usage by controlling individual devices within
the home/building; and providing information via
portal/gateway to an in-home/building display or auxiliary equipment [1], [4], [14], [16].
Smart meters can work in prepayment or credit
mode [20]. The benefits from having smart meters for
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the prepayment customers include new and more flexible ways of meter topping up, and remote credit topup facilities. Smart metering system allows the customer to prepay for usage by suitable payment means,
to connect a supply and disconnect it after a predetermined consumption or certain time duration. Smart
metering system provided with multiple rate registers
for consumption (and where applicable) injection
allows e.g. for time of use tariffs, critical peak, realtime pricing or combinations of these.
Modeling semantic information on M2M smart
metering data provides an abstraction layer hiding the
heterogeneity of M2M access networks and a clean
separation of data transport from data handling [6],
[15], [21]. Support for semantically annotated M2M
data enables re-use of M2M data by many applications, simplified configuration of M2M applications
and more intelligent adaptation to changing situations
(e.g. in case of failure).
ETSI TS 102 690 provides definitions of resource
structure with a tree representation which is a meaningful way for addressing resources and describing
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

how the different types of resources related to each
other [9]. This improves overall system performance
through the use of minimally structured data.
For M2M communications, REST (representational
state transfer) architecture style is adopted [19]. The
main concept in REST is that a distributed application is
composed of resources. The resource has a particular
state that may be manipulated by four interactions:
CREATE, UPDATE, DELETE and RETRIEVE. REST
relies heavily on HTTP, where resources are webaccessible. Each resource in REST can be addressed
using HTTP URI (uniform resource identifier).
Following the ETSI approach to defining resource
structure, this paper suggests an information model of
smart metering resources which supports prepayment
functionality. A tree structure modelling relationship
of different resource types supporting advanced tariffing and payment systems is synthesized and uses cases
which illustrate the usage of smart metering resource
structure are presented.
The paper is structured as follows. First the core
resource structure for smart metering aimed at applications with functionality for remote entity management is presented. Next, the requirements to energy
usage monitoring control are identified and managed
objects for credit/prepayment options and multiple rate
tariffs are defined. Use cases supporting payment
systems are described from the user point of view at
the system functionality level. The conclusion summarizes the contributions.
Resource structure for smart metering
As to [9], M2M Service Capabilities:
- provide M2M functions that are to be shared
by different applications;
- expose functions through a set of open interface;
- use core network functionalities;
- simplify and optimize application development
and deployment through hiding of network
specificities.
M2M Service Capabilities may be implemented in
the Network Service Capability Layer (NSCL) exposing functionally to network applications (NAs), and in
the Device/Gateway Service Capability Layer
(D/GSCL) exposing functionality to device/gateway
applications (D/GAs). Remote Entity Management
(REM) capability provides functions pertaining to
smart meter life cycle management and fault and performance management.
The NSCL is operated by an M2M service provider. The root for the resources hosted by the NSCL is
addresses by http://smartMeteringREM. utilityA.com. An NA needs to be registered to the NSCL.
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The smPaymentMgmt NA is as a smart metering
application used for setting multiple rate registers for
consumption (and where applicable) injection to allow
e.g. for time of use tariffs, critical peak, real-time pricing or combinations of these. It is registered with
NSCL
and
addressable
through
http://smartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/application
s/smPaymentMgmt. A particular smart meter XXXX,
which is installed, runs the application which allows
the customer to prepay for usage by suitable payment
means, to connect a supply and disconnect it after a
predetermined consumption or certain time duration.
The smart meter XXXX runs a DSCL configured with
<sclBase> of http://meterXXX. utilityA.com/. The
smPaymentMgmt NA subscribes for registering smart
meters and creates a subscription instance newMeter
under
the
resource
http://smartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/scls/subscri
ptions in order to monitor the creation of an <scl>
instance. On registration of the smart meter XXXX to
the NSCL, the NSCL creates a <scl> resource under
the scls collection resource addressable by the link
http://meterXXXX.utilityA.com/scls/meterXXXX.
When the DA registers to its DSCL it creates a resource under the http://meterXXXX.utilityA.
com/applications/ collection with identifier usageMonitoring for the application collection instance.
This resource is addressable through the link
http://meterXXXX.utilityA.com/applications/usage
Monitoring. The announcement of the registered DA
allows the NA to discover all the smart meter applications that are operational. The announced resource is
addressable
through
the
link
http://smartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/scls/meter
XXXX/applications/usageMonitoring.
Fig.1 provides the graphical representation of the
DSCL and NSCL resource structure.
Identification of requirements to energy usage
monitoring control
Prepayment functionality requires real-time control
of energy usage [8]. It shall be possible to apply energy
usage monitoring for the accumulated usage of energy
by a consumer on a per predefined daily periods. This
capability is required for enforcing dynamic policy
decisions based on the total energy usage in real time.
The smart metering information system that uses energy
usage monitoring for making dynamic policy decisions
shall set and send the applicable thresholds to the smart
meters for monitoring. The energy usage monitoring
thresholds shall be based either on time or on volume.
The smart metering information system may send both
thresholds to the smart meters. The smart meter shall
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NA: smPaymentMgmt

DA: usageMonitoring

DSCL

dla

<sclBase>:HTTP//SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com
applications

<sclBase>:HTTP://meterXXXX.utilityA.com
applications
usageMonitoring
scls
SmartMeteringREM

mla

NSCL

smPaymentMgmt
mld

scls

meterXXXX
usageMonitoring
mgmtObjs
subscriptions
newMeter

Fig.1. Tree structure model of smart metering application resources supporting payment management.

notify the smart metering information system when a
threshold is reached and report the accumulated usage
since the last report for energy usage monitoring. If both
time and volume thresholds were provided to the smart
meter, the accumulated energy usage since last report
shall be reported when either the time or the volume
thresholds are reached.
Usage monitoring on smart meter level is active
provided that certain conditions are met. For energy
usage monitoring at smart meter level the applicable
condition is a volume and/or time threshold has been
provided and there is at least one rule activated for
critical peak periods.
Energy usage monitoring allows to connect a supply and to disconnect it after a predetermined consumption or certain time duration.
Managed objects for supporting advanced tariffing and payment management
The minimum revenue billing and functionality requirements for the residential single phase, selfcontained meter types include the following [2]:
1. Energy (Default) KWH delivered Register Only.
2. KWH received Register Only.
3. Energy Net Metering (|Delivered| - |Received|)
Register Only.
4. Energy Detent Metering (Delivered, disable received) Register Only.
5. Energy Secure Metering (|Delivered| +
|Received|) Register Only.
6. Demand (Block or Rolling Sub) kW Register
Only.
7. Instantaneous KW Register Only.
8. TOU 4 + dynamic tier (e.g., Critical Peak Pricing, Real Time Pricing, etc.).
9. Up to 4 Daily Schedules (Weekdays, Sat, Sun,
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Holiday).
10. Up to 4 Seasons.
11. 2 sets of TOU seasons Registers (current and
previous Season).
12. Real Time Pricing Tier.
13. Reactive Energy KVARh delivered (Q1+Q2).
14. Apparent Energy (KVAh).
15. Load Profile
The utilities may use some or all of the defined
functionality, as dictated by their business model
and/or customer / regulatory requirements.
A specific <mgmtObj> resource in the hosting
NSCL is created to configure the schedules for specific
energy tariffs. The aim is to expose at configurationtime the corresponding management function of a
remote entity (M2M smart meter) over mIa reference
point between NA and NSCL. A managed object
schedulesConf used for configuration is added to the
remote entity by the procedure, shown in Fig. 2. Further RESTful operations performed on the created
<mgmtObj> resource shall be converted by the NSCL
into a corresponding device management action performed on the managed object on the remote entity
over mId reference point using existing device management protocols (e.g. OMA-DM [13] or BBF TR069 [5]). The smPaymentMgmt NA requests to create
a new <mgmtObj> resource e.g. schedulesConf
resource by using a CREATE verb. The request addresses an mgmtObjs collection resource of the NSCL.
The request provides also the attributes and as the
schedulesConf resource contains sub-resources which
also contain sub-resources recursively, the smPaymentMgmt NA creates each of the sub-resources
gradually by sending the CREATE request addressing
the parent resource of the sub-resource.
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NA
Hosting NSCL
(smPayment
(SmartMetering
mla
Mgmt)
REМ)
Requests to create
a schedulesConf
resource (CREATE)
New managed object is
added to the smart
meter by existing (OMADM or BBF TR-069)
device management
procedures.

DSCL
(meterXXXX) mld

Creation of
schedulesConf
resource
Response

Fig.2. Procedure to create a resource.

Fig.3 shows the tree modelling the configurable
data about schedules. The schedule information may
include static schedules and dynamic tier. The static
schedule contains information for up to 4 seasons.
Each seasonX resource, where X may be from 1 to 4,
contains a sub-resource representing daily schedules.
Each dailyScheduleY resource, where Y may be from
1 to 4, contains a sub-resource representing daily periods. Each dailyPeriodZ resource where Z may be
from 1 to 4 possesses attributes. In addition to generic
attributes defined in [20], the dailyPeriodZ resource
defines the following attributes: beginHour, endHour
and price referring to the particular period start, end
and the energy tariff. The dynamicTier resource is
defined as a sub-resource of schedulesConf resource.
Each criticalPeakPeriodX resource is defined under
the criticalPeakPeriods container of a dynamic tier.
Let us assume that the smart metering information
system is configured to act as a prepayment meter. In
this case, the schedulesConf resource definition is
extended as shown in Fig.4. A prepaidProfile resource is added as a sub-resource to each dailyPeriodZ resource. The prepaidProfile resource is used to
configure a predetermined consumption or certain time
duration. The consumption resource has an attribute
consumptionThreshold that indicates the overall user
energy volume allowed for consumption during the
particular daily period. The time resource has an
attribute timeThreshold that indicates the time
allowed for energy consumption during the particular
daily period. In a similar way, a prepaidProfile resource with the corresponding sub-resources is defined
under each criticalPeakPeriod resource.
The tree modelling configuration information for
prepaid energy subscription is shown in Fig.4.
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NSCL
<sclBase>:HTTP://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com
scls
meterXXXX
mgmtObjs
schedulesConf
staticSchedule
seasons
seasonX
dailySchedules
dailyScheduleY
dailyPeriods
dailyPeriodZ
dynamicTier
criticalPeakPeriods
criticalPeakPeriod

Fig.3. Resource structure of the managed object for
configuration of the schedules.

The support of energy usage monitoring requires
definition of managed objects that set usage monitoring trap events notification. Such events include
reaching consumption/time thresholds. Trap events
managed objects are defined to allow network applications to be notifies about events of interest. Such managed objects are defined for each daily period defined
in each daily schedule in a particular season schedule.
For example, the consumptionDailyPeriodZDailyScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent resource is defined as a <mgmt> resource under the <mgmtObjs>
resource defined at the NSCL. This resource defines
trap events for reaching the energy consumption volume in the daily period Z, defined in the daily schedule
Y of the season schedule X. The trapInstance subresource contains information about one trapEvent
supported by a smart meter. The trapID attribute
specifies the meaning of the trap event. The
eventOccured attribute indicates the event occurrence.
The SmartMeteringREМ NSCL has been informed
by the underlying management system that the event
was raised in the smart meter and informs the
smPaymentMgmt NA by using this attribute. The
trapEventEnable and trapEventDisable attributes
enables and disables respectively the trap mode which
allows preventing the network applications from overloading with notifications. For keeping track of subscriptions
to
the
consumptionDailyPeriodZDailyScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent
resource,
the subscriptions resource is used as a child resource
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of the subscribe-able parent. The subscriptions resource contains <subscription> resource (smPay-

mentMgmt NA) that represents individual subscription to the subscribable resource.

Fig.4. Resource structure for configuration of schedules with prepaid profiles.

Fig.5. Resource structure for setting energy usage monitoring trap event notifications.
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Use cases supporting prepayment functionality
The end users that may be interested in prepayment
functionality include Billing entity, Asset entity and
Consumer. The Billing entity is an organization responsible for billing the Consumer. The asset entity is
organization responsible for the installation, configuration and management of the smart meters. The Consumer is organization or a person consuming the electricity. Let us assume that the smart metering information system is installed and configured to act as a
prepayment meter. The smart metering information
system recognizes the Bill entity and/or Asset entity
and has an address for them.
The Bill entity or the Consumer decides that there is
a need to carry out a prepayment action on the smart
metering information system. The Asset entity or Bill
entity sends a message to the smart metering information system to change the payment mode. The smart
metering information system validates the request and
changes the payment mode. For example, the change of
start and end of daily period Z is done by the use of
smPaymentMgmt NA which sends to the SmartMeteringREМ NSCL the request, shown in Fig.6.
PUT
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/meterXX
XX/mgmtObjs/schedulesCong/staticSchedule/seas
onX/dailyScheduleY/dailyPeriodZ HTTP1.1
beginHour=07&endHour=09

Fig.6. An example of REST request.

The Asset entity or Bill entity receives confirmation
of the completion of payment mode change. The smart
metering information system displays pre-configured
information from the Asset entity and/or Bill entity.
The Consumer reads this information via a display and
undertakes an action as a result of this information e.g.
adds credit to the smart metering information system.
The smart metering information system sends
confirmation messages back to the Asset Entity and/or
Bill Entity when actions are completed.
In order to activate energy usage monitoring, the
smPaymentMgmt NA needs to define trap event types.
The NA uses consecutive HTTP POST requests to create
each of the resources. On creation of a particular managed object, the NSCL sends a general HTTP response.
Fig.7 shows the HTTP request sent to create the
consumptionDailyPeriodZDailyScheduleYSeasonX
TrapEvent resource.
The smart metering information system monitors
the energy usage by the Consumer and on reaching the
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

preconfigured thresholds, it notifies the Bill entity
using the smPaymentMgmt NA. Fig.8 shows the
procedure for resource subscription and notification.
The SmartmeteringREM NSCL uses an HTTP
POST request to notify the smPaymentMgmt NA
about the event occurrence.
POST
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs HTTP1.1
POST
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent HTTP1.1
POST
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/trapInstance
HTTP1.1
POST
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/trapInstance/trap
EventEnable HTTP1.1
POST
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/subscriptions
HTTP1.1
POST
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityS.com/slcs/meter
XXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDaily
ScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/subscriptions/sm
artmeteringPrepaid HTTP1.1

Fig.7. Consecutive requests for creation of a resource with
its sub-resources.

Conclusion
The paper presents an approach to structuring resources required for supporting of payment functionality in smart electricity metering M2M applications.
The resource structure may is applicable to smarty
meters that in addition to being simple end device also
support prepayment signals.
The suggested resource structure assists the twoway communication between the smart metering system and interested end users. The approach allows the
customers to prepay for usage by suitable payment
means, to connect a supply and disconnect it after a
predetermined consumption or certain time duration,
as well as the billing entities to provide multiple rate
registers for consumption (and where applicable) injection to allow e.g. for time of use tariffs, critical
peak, real-time pricing or combinations of these. ETSI
resource structure is followed. Managed objects are
defined which may be used for smart meter configura23

tion and energy usage. The approach applicability is
demonstrated by use cases that illustrate addressing of
REST resources.
The definition of resource structure with a tree representation provides m2M applications, using M2M
service capabilities with a meaningful way for addressing resources and thus supporting the REST
principle of decoupling the client and server. In addition, the structural approach to M2M resource definition improves the overall system performance through
the use of minimally structured data.

DSCL
(meterXXXX)

NA
Hosting NSCL mla
(smPayment
(SmartMetering
Mgmt)
REМ)
Requests to
subscribe to trap
events resource
(CREATE)

mld

Local processing
(resource creation)
Requests to
subscribe to trap
events resource
(CREATE)
Local processing
(resource creation)
Response

Local processing
(notification
triggered)
Notification
(NOTIFY)
Response

Local processing
(notification
triggered)
Notification
(NOTIFY)
Response

Fig.8. Procedures for subscription and notification.
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Sensitivity investigations of second-order
bandpass/bandstop filter sections
Maria Nenova
Three recursive tunable biquadratic sections are studied and compared in this paper. The
transfer function sensitivities and the impact of the quantization process of the multiplier coefficients
on the behavior of the structures were investigated. The sections compared have low sensitivities for
transfer function poles positions near the area z = 1. Another important advantage of the investigated
sections is the possibility of realization a full number of transfer functions in their different outputs.
The sensitivity was investigated in the worst-case. The transfer function coefficients are represented in
canonic sign digit code and are quantized respectively to 2, 3 and 4 significant bits. The magnitude
responses behavior of the second order structures are investigated in limited wordlength environment.
It is shown that proper selection of the sections is very important in order to minimize the entire
structure sensitivity and to improve the behavior of the realizations. All the results are verified
experimentally.
Изследване на чувствителността на звена от втори ред подходящи за реализация на
лентови/режекторни цифрови филтри (Мария Ненова). Три рекурсивни настройваеми
биквадратни звена са изследвани и сравнени в този доклад. Изследвана е чувствителността
на предавателната функция към квантуване на коефициентите на умножение и въздействието, което оказва процесът квантуване на коефициентите на умножение върху поведението
на структурите. Сравняваните звена имат ниска чувствителност за полюси разположени в
близост до областта z = 1. Друго важно предимство на изследваните структури е възможността за реализиране на пълен набор от предавателни функции на отделни/различни изходи.
Чувствителността е изследвана в най-лошия случай. Коефициентите на предавателната
функция са представени в каноничен знаков код и са квантувани съответно с 2, 3 и 4 значещи
бита. Поведението на амплитудната характеристика на структури от втори ред е изследвано за различни дължини на кодовата дума. Показано е, че важно значение има правилният
избор на звената, с цел намаляването на чувствителността на цялата структура и подобряването на поведението на реализацията. Всички резултати са проверени експериментално.

1. Introduction
Bandstop/bandpass (BS/BP) filter second order
sections are investigated in this paper. The good performance of higher order BS/BP transfer functions is
based on the proper selection of the first and second
order section structures. When designing such type of
structures the main aim is the independent tuning of
the central frequency and the bandwidth (BW) of the
BP/BS transfer function [1]. A number of structures
are presented in [2].
Usually, for the single sinusoids real-time tuning
the single second order BP/BS section [3], [4], [5]
should be used. In the case of complex signals [6]
composed of a number of sinusoidal signals a cascade
realization of first and second order sections can be
used.
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One of the features for assessment of different
structures is the sensitivity to parasitic effects
criterion.
There are a great number of approaches for
sensitivity evaluation. The analysis is based on the
sensitivity investigations and the effects occurring
after the process of quantization. The sensitivity is one
of the most important features investigated when
digital filters are implemented in hardware or in
software environments. If the digital filter structure is
sensitive to parasitic effects then it worsens the
characteristics.
There is no unified opinion which type of
sensitivity is the best for evaluation of the sensitivity
of the digital circuits. Almost all types of sensitivity
are hard to be estimated mathematically. In the present
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paper the so called “worst case sensitivity” is used. In
this approach the signs of each partial part of the
equation are not taken into account. The worst-case
sensitivity (WS) is also called maximum sensitivity
and can be evaluated according to the equation [5]:
(1)

WS aH (e
i

jw

)

=

 i S aH (e

jw )

i

.

structures satisfying this requirement. Such type of
sections is presented in [10] and are investigated and
compared in the present paper.
One of the section called BQ2 [11]-[13] with the
structure given in Fig.2 realizes on different outputs
the whole number of second order transfer functions,
which is a big advantage.
0,5

Three second-order digital filter sections with low
sensitivity for TF(Transfer function) poles positions
near z=1 are investigated in this paper. It is shown that
some sections present good sensitivity properties even
in a severely limited wordlength environment. The
worst case is the low frequency band when structures
based on direct realization as in [7], [8] are
implemented.
The
sensitivity
minimization
may
have
considerably improving effect.
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Fig.2 BQ2 second order section.

There are a great number of second order sections
in the literature [9], [10]. In this paper three of them
are presented, and compared. The first one is shown in
Fig.1 and its BP/BS TF are [2]:
H BP ( z ) =

+
+

+

2. Biquadratic structures

(2)

_

b

+

0.5( 1 − α )( 1 − z −2 )
;
1 − β ( 1 + α ) z −1 + z − 2
−1

The BP/BS TF of BQ2 are respectively:
(4)

(5)

H BP ( z ) =

H BS

−2

0.5( 1 + α )( 1 − 2 β z + z )
.
1 − β ( 1 + α ) z −1 + α z − 2

The section is called MH and realizes also elliptic
lowpass/highpass TF. The transfer functions for the
BP and BS filters [2] are given in equations (2) and
(3).

− 0.5b( 1 − z −2 )
;
1 + ( −2 + b + 2a )z −1 + ( 1 − b )z −2

 − 2 + 2a + b −1

z + z −2 
0.5( 2 − b )1 +
b
−
2

.
=
1 + ( −2 + b + 2a ) z −1 + ( 1 − b ) z −2

A section similar to the above one and called BQ3
[14] is given in Fig.3.
+

+

c

d
+
+
z-1

+
z-1
In

+

+

+

+

+

Fig.1. MH second order section.

Normally, on the output, the MH structure realizes
the BP filter, and if the signs of the multipliers given
with -1 on the Fig. 1 are changed, the structure
becomes a BS filter. Therefore in adaptive realizations
when both the BP and BS outputs are needed two
separated schemes have to be used. For that reason,
there is a need of development and design of
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BS Out

BPOut HP Out Elliptic
Out

γ
LP
Out

Fig.3 BQ3 second order section.

The BP/BS TF of BQ3 are respectively:
(6) H ( z ) =
BS

[

]

( 1 − d ) 1 − 2( 1 − 2c )z −1 + z −2
;
1 + ( −2 + 4c + 2d − 4cd )z −1 + ( 1 − 2d )z −2
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(6) HBP(z) =

d(1− z−2 )
1+ (−2 + 4c + 2d − 4cd)z−1 + (1− 2d)z

.
−2

The bandstop and bandpass TFs exists in one
scheme but on two different outputs, which is a big
advantage compared with the MH structure.
3. Sensitivity investigations
The WS sensitivities of the sections are studied for
transfer function poles positions near z = 1 (the values
for the TF coefficients (2) are respectively
a = 0.984558 and b = 0.997487). This TF poles
positions are very important and most frequent case
for the filters implementation used in mobile and
portable telecommunication equipments. In that
equipment it is very important to keep the filter stable
in order to correct performance of the systems.
However, the lowest the sensitivity for the structures
used is of critical importance. The WS magnitude
sensitivities of the selected structures were was
investigated using the package PANDA [15]. The
results so obtained are shown in Fig. 4.

compared the TF coefficients are represented in
canonic sign digit code and are quantized to 2, 3 and 4
significant bits. The results so obtained are given in
Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig.5. Magnitude response of MH section.

Fig.6. Magnitude response of BQ2 section.

Fig.4. Worst case sensitivities of the three investigated
sections.

The MH structure is known as a structure having
low sensitivity [2]. But we can see from the results
(Fig. 4) that the MH structure is having the highest WS
sensitivity for the TF poles position near to z = 1. It is
obvious that the BQ3 WS sensitivity is a hundred
times better (lower) than the other two realizations.
The BQ2 WS sensitivity has almost the same behavior
as that of BQ3.
4. Experiments
The behavoir of the structures was investigated in
limited wordlength environments. In order to be
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Fig.7. Magnitude response of BQ3 section

The quantization process strongly influences the
MH section regardless of the number of bits. In the
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case of MH section if 2 significant bits are used the
magnitude response is shifted far from the nonquantized one. In contrast to the MH structure the
other two schemes achieve almost imperceptible
magnitude response error. The biggest the number of
bits the smaller magnitude responses error. As we can
see even 3 significant bits are used quantization the
behavoir of the magnitude response of BQ2 and BQ3
structures remain closed the non-quantized one.
5. Conclusion
Three structures having very low sensitivity for
transfer function poles positions near z = 1 were
investigated in this paper. They are suitable for
realizations of bandstop/bandpass digital filters and
even in the case when they are used in portable and
mobile equipments. The WS sensitivity of those
sections was investigated and compared. Then they
were investigated for TF coefficients behavior in a
limited wordlength environment. It was demonstrated
that the section called BQ3 has very good
characteristics
even
with
the
coefficients
representation with a short wordlength.
During the investigations of this different variable
filters, it has been shown that the sections BQ2 and
BQ3 are suitable for realizations of variable and
adaptive digital filters for tracing and suppression of
single or multiple sinusoids, based on second order
sections and behaves much better in limited
wordlength environment, than the MH section.
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Network voltage distortion by arc furnace and its mitigation
Sergey E. Ryvkin, Danil A. Drozhzhin
Electric arc furnace (EAF) is the most dangerous type of load for power systems. It causes
different kinds of distortion due to its frequently variable character. Nowadays there are different
types of arc furnaces. This article is devoted to medium capacity EAF (with operation capacity less
than 10 tons). Distortion of 6 kV power system by medium size EAF (3 tons capacity, 3.2 MVA furnace
transformer) and its impact on medium voltage systems are considered and analyzed. Medium and
high capacity EAFs are compared. Based on the presented experimental results it has been concluded
that the main distortion of medium capacity EAF is a flicker. The values of the short-term flicker and a
long-term one are 12 times higher than their permissible ones. From the viewpoint of flicker value
reducing a mitigations technique is analyzed. Two ways of mitigation: static thyristor compensator
and static synchronous compensator are compared for usage with medium capacity EAF. It is shown
that the second way is more perspective.

Introduction
Developments in electric steel industry led to
appearance of different kinds of Electric Arc Furnaces
(EAF). Nowadays EAF can be sized from hundreds of
kilograms to hundreds of tons; its power can be varied
from 0.5 to 300 MVA (it is hard to define EAF power
because it depends on operating mode and loading,
but usually it can be done by furnace transformer).
They have spread all over the world due to their
operation flexibility, economical efficiency and
ecological damage reduced level [1].
Steel melting in EAF is achieved by electric arc
heating. Due to unstable and nonlinear character of
arc, EAF operates with power fluctuations with
different frequencies especially at the beginning of
the melting process. These fluctuations cause power
quality problems at all voltage levels, such as voltage
sags, unbalance and flicker. The first way to avoid
power quality distortion is to connect furnaces to
power systems with high short-circuit power, the
second way is to install var compensators or active
power filters at the PCC. It becomes a mandatory
practice to use var compensators with high capacity
(more than 30 tons) EAFs [1], [2]. Such furnaces are
a three phase ac EAFs which are main equipment of
steel making plants and always are supplied via
isolated line from 110-220 kV power systems.
Usage of var compensators allows providing power
quality in high voltage line according to the IEC
standards [3].
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Small and medium size EAFs are additional
equipment of medium industry machinery plants. For
such furnaces situation is more complex because they
don’t impact on high voltage grids, but make a large
distortion in medium voltage systems, which are
common for industry.
Distortion of 6 kV power system by medium size
EAF (3 tons capacity, 3.2 MVA furnace transformer)
is considered. Medium and high capacity EAFs are
compared, as well as mitigations technique: static
thyristor compensator and static synchronous
compensator.
The main aim of this paper is selecting the main
distortion of medium capacity EAF based on the
presented experimental results and suggesting the
perspective mitigation technique. The paper can be
outlined as follows. Second section deals with a brief
description of the EAF working principles and
network power quality distortion caused by it. Third
section examines experimental values of the power
quality parameters of the network and compares
them with the permissible ones. It has been
concluded that the main distortion of medium
capacity EAF is a flicker. In section 4 two possible
technical solutions of flicker mitigation, static
thyristor compensator and static synchronous
compensator are presented and compared. Based on
above-mentioned comparing conclusion about the
perspective of static synchronous compensator for
usage with medium capacity EAF has been made.
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Electrical arc furnace characteristics
Principles of operation
Most common type of EAF is a three phase
furnace of direct action. Such furnaces consist of
ladle, electrodes and furnace transformer (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Electric arc furnace structure.

Transformer is used to reduce voltage level on the
arc. The value of voltage depends on the type of EAF,
but usually it’s less than 1000 V. Electrodes consist of
graphite. In a normal mode melted steel acts as neutral
point [4]. Electrode position can be regulated to
control the melting process. EAF operation has a
cyclical character. After the first portion of steel is
being melted it must be stopped and loaded with
another portion of steel.
Kinds of Distortion
Lots of articles were dedicated to power quality
distortion by arc furnace [5,6]. Appropriate electrode
position control and usage of series reactors can
decrease EAF impact. But in any case then furnace
transformer power is comparable with short circuit
power of the network EAF cause further distortions:
• ·Voltage sags and swells can be caused by short
circuit mode.
• ·Voltage unbalance is caused by arc breaks. A
little amount of unbalance appears due to
individual phase power control of EAF.
• ·Flicker is the most complicated power quality
problem of EAF. Constant power fluctuations
lead to voltage oscillations and associated light
flicker.
• ·Harmonic distortion is caused by nonlinear
characteristic of arc
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Flicker is reported to be the most complicated kind
of distortion caused by EAF. Flicker is a dangerous
impact on human health of lighting flow fluctuations
which can be associated with voltage fluctuations.
Amount of voltage flicker is estimated by long term
(Plt) and short term flicker (Pst). Equations and limits
for Plt and Pst are determined in international
standards [3], [8].
All kinds of distortions are dangerous for different
sort of electrical equipment. Uncompensated reactive
power flow also leads to additional power losses in the
network and leads to design EAF feeder transformers
with high power margin. Quantities assessment of
such distortions depends on type of EAF its control
system and network short-circuit power.
Reactive power compensation and voltage filtering
is a very important issue to increase efficiency of
power system. Moreover voltage stabilization allows
increasing EAF efficiency. EAF operation time as
well as consumption of electrodes can be decreased by
appropriate compensation technique [7].
Example of Medium Size EAF Operations
EAF with 3 tons capacity and 3.2 MVA
transformer
is
operated
on
Borodinskiy
Electromechnical Plant. It is connected to a 6 kV line,
which was used to be as an emergency feeder for
other plant load. Plant is supplied from city substation
from 110 kV power line via 25 MVA three winding
power transformer. Short-circuit power at PCC is
approximately 66 MVA.
Phase-to-phase voltage with 1 minute resolution at
PCC during operating cycle of EAF is presented on
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Network voltage at PCC during EAF operating
cycle.

In the beginning of the melting it can be seen a
huge voltage sag due to the short circuit mode in EAF.
It seemed that this short circuit was between B and C
phases. After a certain time EAF was stopped for steel
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loading and started again. It can be seen by voltage
oscillations with large amplitude (250 V). This
process was repeated for several times with small
period of about 1-2 minutes. At the end of operating
cycle furnace began a boring period with lower power
fluctuations.
Some small amount of voltage unbalance can be
seen. The averaged values of power quality
parameters are summarized in Table I. These
parameters were calculated according to the Russian
industrial standard, which is almost similar to IEC
standards [8].
Table 1

Static Var compensator
The first high-speed variable reactive power compensator was thyristor static var compensator (SVC)
[9]. Fig. 3 shows a single line diagram for typical
SVC application for EAF.

Power quality parameters
Power Quality
Parameters
Power factor
Voltage sag, %
Voltage
unbalance, %
Short term flicker,
Pst
Long term flicker,
Plt
THD, %

Measured
value
0.7
6

Permissible
value
0.95
10

1.7

2

12

1.38

11.4

1

3

5

Most of all power quality parameters are lower
than permissible values except the Pst and Plt, which
is 12 times higher. Although peak values of voltage
sags and THD were higher. Large amount of flicker
for medium sized EAF can be explained by low short
circuit power at PCC. Another reason is that loading
period in medium capacity EAF is less than in the big
one. It adds some oscillations in power system
voltage.
Integration of small sized EAF in plant with
medium voltage line becomes a complicated subject,
because from one hand it can be supplied from
existing power line and from the other hand amount of
voltage fluctuations (flicker) is too large and can be
dangerous for other equipment.
Ways of mitigation
The simplest and most efficient way to damp voltage oscillations is to compensate reactive power flow,
because line impedance has mostly inductive character. Shunt variable reactive compensators suits well
for such purpose. For EAF the most important parameter is reaction speed of compensator. From this viewpoint two well known ways of mitigation: static thyristor compensator and static synchronous compensator have to be analyzed and compared for usage with
medium capacity EAF.
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Fig. 3. SVC typical single line diagram.

SVC consists of thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR)
and harmonic filters. Current in TCR can be controlled via firing angle of thyristors (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. TCR current control.

It allows varying SVC power in the range from 0
to nominal value. Within the firing angle decreasing
TCR begins to inject high odder harmonics in the
power system (5th and 7th for 6 pulse TCR).Harmonic
filter consists of reactors and capacitors and allows to
damp TCR current distortion, they also are tuned according to the EAF current. For the fundamental voltage component harmonic filters are reactive power
sources. SVC control system make sum of TCR and
harmonic filters current be equal to EAF reactive current.
SVC is widely used for high power EAF. SVC usage increase power quality at the high voltage line to
permissible value. Due to low on-state resistance of
thyristor and parallel connection of them allows to
design SVC on high power rates. But SVC has several
disadvantages [9]:
• ·SVC power depends from square of line voltage. This makes it speed decrease especially in
networks with low short circuit power.
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• ·SVC reaction is also limited by minimum firing
angle which is quarter of voltage period.
• ·For small sized EAF required compensation
power is not so big. Sometimes it’s lead to TCR
inductance decrease. It makes some additional
requirements on thyristor because of the low current growth (di/dt) and increases losses in TCR.
• ·SVC needs a huge installation place. Air reactors require a special dangerous zone due to external magnetic field. This effect increases within
TCR inductance increasing.
All this disadvantages makes SVC inefficient for
small capacity EAF making its power and cost increase. Some problems with SVC installation in plant
due too large installation place also occur.
STATCOM
Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) has
similar principle of operating with synchronous compensators [10]. But the key element of STATCOM is
a voltage source converter (VSC). Development of
IGBT leads to appearance of efficient high frequency
VSC and increase of available STATCOM power.
For power less than 5 MVA a simple two level sixpulse VSC can be used (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. STATCOM structure schema.

Such converter needs a coupling power transformer to connect it to the medium voltage grid. From dc
side VSC is should be connected to capacitor and
from ac through coupling reactance and clean power
filter to secondary winding of power transformer.
By applying pulse-width modulation (PWM) for
VSC control amplitude, frequency and phase shift of
output voltage can be regulated. By single-phase vector diagrams (Fig. 6) it can be seen that STATCOM
absorb reactive power then VSC output voltage is less
than secondary winding transformer voltage.
Otherwise then output voltage is larger STATCOM
behaves like a reactive power source. A phase shift
between network and VSC output voltages leads to
real power exchange. In leading mode (positive phase
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shift) STATCOM generates some real power and discharges its capacitor, otherwise (lagging mode) capacitor voltage increases by real power absorption [10].

Fig. 6. Principle of power exchange in STATCOM.

In comparison with SVC STATCOM has higher
losses, because of IGBT on-state resistance and additional switching losses [9]. For high power applications a multilevel converter should be implemented to
decrease switching losses [10]. It leads to significant
cost growth of STATCOM for high power applications.
Despite higher losses rate STATCOM is more efficient for small sized EAF compensation. High frequency PWM allows reacting immediately on voltage
disturbances. STATCOM power depends linearly
from power system voltage. These increase STATCOM capability to mitigate flicker especially in power
systems with low short-circuit power [9]. Lack of
huge harmonic filters (clean power filter consist of
low power capacitor bank and iron-core reactor) and
need of external reactive power sources makes
STATCOM to take little installation place. These
benefits make STATCOM more efficient for flicker
mitigation than SVC especially for small sized EAF.
STATCOM efficiency can be also increased by appropriate control system implementation.
Conclusion
Power quality distortion by EAF operation was
considered. EAF is a frequently variable load with poor
power factor and it causes voltage sags and swell,
unbalance, harmonic distortion and flicker. Flicker is a
general power quality distortion of EAF. To provide
electromagnetic compatibility with other equipment
and to increase EAF efficiency a reactive power
compensator should be installed in parallel with EAF.
For small capacity EAF power quality measurement were provided. They showed that amount of
flicker in such furnace is much higher than in huge
one. It becomes because of the low short-circuit power
of EAF supply power system and short loadingmelting cycle of small sized EAF.
Two ways of EAF compensation technique was also considered: SVC and STATCOM. SVC is widely
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used for large capacity EAF, but for small sized
STATCOM becomes a more efficient mean of compensation.
Future work will be devoted to application of
STATCOM for small sized EAF. Due to some amount
of high odder harmonics an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of VSC should be studied. Ability of
active power exchange with appropriate dc capacitor
and external supply will be also studied. An optimal
control system with high reaction speed to provide
permissible flicker must be developed.
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Development and application of induction and resistive electrical
heating systems for industrial pipelines
Alexander B. Kuvaldin, Maxim A. Fedin, Michail L. Strupinskiy,
Nikolay N. Khrenkov
This paper examines problems of calculation of heating units for ferromagnetic steel in weak
electromagnetic fields. Such installations are low-temperature induction heating installations. In these
plants, the electromagnetic field energy is converted into heat due to the induced currents and
hysteresis. Comparison of use options of induction, electrical contact and combined methods of pipe
heating has been provided. Special problems – heating system options have been considered: use of
bimetallic outer conductors; use of increased frequency; effect of a lengthwise cut (clearance) of a
steel pipe. Possibilities of the survey results utilization have been investigated, as well as engineering
and techno-economic problems.

Introduction
Low-temperature induciton, electrical contact and
combined methods for heating of parts made of
ferromagnetic steel become rather widely used in
various processing procedures, e.g. for thermal trating
of products, parts preheating before welding, mould
heating, heating of vessels etc. In the process of such
heating units development, one comes up against a
problem of calculation of the electromagnetic field
parameters in ferromagnetic conductive medium in
solving of which it is requried to take into account
nonlenear dependence of relative magnetic
permittivity of the material µ on the magnetic field
strength H [1].
There are processing procedures in which heating
of steel parts is mainly used for heat loss
compensation: heating of pipelines, tanks, hoppers
etc., for that low specific surface heat densities (up to
5 kW/m2) and, accordingly, low magnetic fields
(H<4000 A/m) are requried. At that the
electromagnetic field paramters will be significantly
influenced by hysteresis loss that must be taken into
account in the calculation of the heatin units
performance.
In such cases, at calculation of induction, resistive
and combined induction-resistive heating of steel parts
using industrial-frequency voltage, particularly for
steel pipes heating (schematics of the heating units are
given in Figure 1), one encounters a problem of taking
into account power loss caused by alternating
magnetization (hysteresis).
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a

b

c
Fig. 1.Schematics of induction (a), resistive (b) and
induction-resistive (c) heating units.

Important problems in designing of heating units
for industrial pipelines are lowering of supply voltage
to minimize a number of power supply points along a
pipeline and lowering of the voltage on the pipe
surface to ensure electric safety of the heating system.
These requirements necessitate engineering study of
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various options of electrical heating systems for
pipelines.
Calculation of electromagnetic field in
ferromagnetic steel
There are general-purpose program packages, e.g.
ELCUT, that enable modelling of electromagnetic
field in ferromagnetic steel using finite elements
method.
Since the alternating magnetization of steel is not
provided in the ELCUT package, it can be used only
for preliminary evaluations.
By this reason, a method for calculation of
induction, resistive and induction-resistive heating
taking into account the reverse magnetization was
developed, which is based on using of electric
equivalent circuits [2] – [5].
Calculation of electric parameters of the heating
element necessitates taking into account a number of
factors which include: electromagnetic interaction of
currents flowing in the cable conductor and steel tube,
nonlinear dependence of magnetic permeability μ on
magnetic field strength H and hysteresis losses in
ferromagnetic steel of the tube.
The authors have developed a mathematical model
for calculation of the electromagnetic field parameters
in ferromagnetic media that is based on an equivalent
electric circuit and takes into account heating of the
ferromagnetic caused by Joule heat and alternating
magnetization (hysteresis). As an example of the
model development, division of the tube wall to 4
layers (to n layers in general case) through its total
thickness δ is shown in Figure 2. At that it is accepted
that the current in each layer flows through its middle
and only the 1st current harmonic is taken into
account, at that the wall is considered to be plane
since the penetration depth of the electromagnetic
field into the tube material is less than the pipe radius.
The equivalent electric circuit for calculation of
parameters of induction-resistive heating unit is
presented in Figure 3. The following key symbols are
used in the diagram: U – supply voltage; Ii - currents
of the layers; Ri and Rgi – active resistances of the
layers, taking into account losses caused by induced
currents and hysteresis losses; Li – self-inductances of
the layers; i – the layer number.
Adequacy of the developed mathematical model
has been verified experimentally and also by
comparison with the calculation results obtained using
the known program packages FEMM and ELCUT.
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Fig. 2. A fragment of the wall tube with division into layers
with current values Ii.

Fig. 3. Equivalent electrical circuits for induction-resistive
heating unit.

The results of the electromagnetic field in
ferromagnetic steel calculation
Using the developed methods, electromagnetic
field parameters in ferromagnetic steel taking into
account the hysteresis effect have been calculated. It
has been found also that variations of the
electromagnetic field parameters in the tube’s wall are
different for induction, resistive and inductionresistive heating units that is reflected on distribution
of the magnetic field, currents and power output by
the layers. The calculated distributions of the
magnetic field strength in the tube’s wall for
induction, resistive and induction-resistive heating
units are presented in Figure 4 for the input data
described above.
As calculation and praxis show, at equal heat
output the supply voltage and the voltage on the outer
surface of the pipe in case of induction-resistive
heating system (IRHS) are lower than those for units a
and b in Figure 1. For this reason, in most cases using
of induction-resistive heating systems is viable. The
length of the IRHS, that is generally no more than 15
km, is defined by the ratio of the supply voltage U
(normally no more than 5 kV) to linear voltage drop
equal to 0,3÷0,5 V/m. The supply voltage is limited
firs of all by partial discharge inception inside the
insulating elements occurring at high supply voltage
values.
Induction-resistive heating systems with
bimetallic outer conductor
One of the methods of increasing the system length
is lowering of the linear voltage drop that can be
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achieved by internal shunting of the heater’s outer
conductor (tube).
The voltage on the outer surface of the tube also
decreases at shunting.
As a result of an experiment, dependencies of the
linear voltage drop U on the total system power Р that
is presented in Figure 5 for a system with the shunting
copper layer having 16 mm2 cross-section and the
system without this layer. Calculated-to-experimental
comparison within a wide range of power output in
the tube shows the difference not exceeding 10%.

Fig. 4. Distribution profile of magnetic field in the tube’s
wall for induction (1), resistive (2) and induction-resistive
(3) heating units.

Basing on the above study, it is established that
using of IRHS with copper layer having 16 mm2
cross-section allows to lower the voltage drop per unit
length by 30 – 40% compared to the system without
copper layer within the system output range from 20
to 60 W/m.
At that the linear voltage drop decreases with the
increase of the inner shunt cross-section provided the
total power output of the system is the same.
It should also be noted that the presence of the
inner copper layer of the tube causes increase of the
IRHS power factor and decrease of conditional
electrical efficiency (the ratio of the power output in
the shunt and in the pipe to the total power output in
the system) [6].
Induction-resistive heating system powered by
medium-frequency current
IRHS is usually powered from an industrial
frequency voltage source. To improve the flexibility
of the heating tube that facilitates the installation
work, ferromagnetic tube having wall thickness less
than 1 mm can be used provided the heating system is
powered by medium-frequency current.
The calculation of the IRHS operating at a medium
frequency is performed using the same method as was
used for the IRHS calculation at the industrial
frequency and implemented in IRSN computer
program. The IRSN program enables to calculate
electrical and power parameters of the heating system
taking into account alternating magnetization of
ferromagnetic tube.
The calculated dependencies of the supply voltage
U1 on the total active system power P per unit length
are presented in Figure 6 for frequencies 50, 2380 and
8800 Hz (curves 1, 2 and 3 accordingly).

Fig. 5. Linear voltage drop vs total system power (the solid
line represents the experimental data, the dashed line – the
calculated values):
1 – without shunting; 2 – with Sc=16 mm2

The obtained calculated and experimental results
indicate that using of the copper shunt leads to
significant decrease of the linear voltage drop required
for the same heat output generation in the system. At
that for the IRHS with the copper layer cross-section
Sc=16 mm2 the inductor’s current is increased by 50 –
70 % compared with the IRHS without the copper
layer.
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Fig. 6. Supply voltage vs total system power:
1 – 50 Hz; 2 – 2380 Hz; 3 – 8800 Hz.

Experimental studies of IRHS have been
performed for the system powered by industrial
frequency source and by medium-frequency source (at
2380 and 8800 Hz) with the tube 38x3 mm (made of
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

steel 20) and the copper cable with the conductor
cross-section 10 mm2 as an inductor. It is established
that when the operating frequency is increased, it is
required to increase the supply voltage to keep the
total system power at the same level because the
system resistance grows with frequency.
Influence of longitudinal gap and overlapping
edges on the parameters of induction-resistive
heating system
The following requirements are imposed upon
induction and resistive heaters: a limitation on supply
voltage (usually U < 5.0 kV), minimum voltage drop
per unit length (Ul, V/m), minimum voltage on outer
surface of the tube (un, V/m), manufacturability, low
metal consumption, etc.
For achievement of the best results in terms of the
above parameters, the authors have proposed and
studied various design options of induction and
induction-resistive heaters which cross-sections are
shown in Figure 7 a, b, c, d [7], [8].
The study has been performed using theoretic
(mathematical modelling) and experimental methods.
At that both software developed by the authors and
professional program packages have been used.
For investigation of induction heaters, normal type
IRHS and the IRHS with bimetal tube, a software
have been used that realized the developed method of
electromagnetic field calculation at low magnetic field
strength levels (H < 4.0 A/m) taking into account
nonlinear μ(H) dependence.

(Figure 7 b) in heaters is assumed to be valuable, but
even preliminary studies have shown that using of
open tubes with the overlapped edges (Figure 7 d) is
more favorable.
Experiments with the heater physical models as
well as the data obtained from manufactured industrial
pipeline heating systems confirmed the theoretical
calculation results.
Operational experience
As has been said above, the IRHS found their
application in the field of pipeline heat tracing. As of
today it is virtually the only economically sound
methods for heating of pipelines with a length of 3 km
and more. The IRHS ensure warming-up, process
temperature maintenance as well as freeze protection
of pipelines (Figure 8).
The main objects on which these systems are
installed are: water lines (at development and
operation of any fields), flow lines (transferring
products: crude oil and oil products), sulfur piping
(transferring liquid sulfur), pipelines for viscous
substances transferring (interplant intershop piping of
chemical and petrochemical industry enterprises), gas
pipelines (IRHS of anti-condensation purpose) [8, 9].
Basing on the study of the effect of inner
conductive layer of ferromagnetic tube of IRHS,
longitudinal gap and gap edges overlapping, data have
been obtained applicable for solving of various
specific design problems of induction and inductionresistive heating units which are partially
implemented
in
pipeline
heating
systems
manufactured and brought into operation by the
Special Systems and Technologies Company.

Fig. 7. Options of the heating tube fulfillment: normal (a),
bimetal (b), open (c), open, with the overlapped edges (d).

Comparison of the calculated characteristics for
induction heating units and IRHS design options
(Figure 1 а, b) using the single-layer tube (Figure 7 а)
shows that IRHS option is more favorable since in this
case, in addition to one end powering, less un values
are achieved (with linear power output P values being
the same). But the induction heating option has
distinct advantage related with heating system
installation procedure because the heater’s tube can be
made of separate electrically unconnected fragments.
To simplify heating systems’ manufacture and
installation, using of open tubes with longitudinal gap
“Е+Е”, 9-10/2014

Fig. 8. A heated pipeline with IRHS installed on it.

Conclusions references
1. Calculation of induction, resistive and inductionresistive heating using electric equivalent circuit
makes it possible to take into account the hysteresis
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loss. At that the difference in the method of the
electrical calculation of the units lies in the equivalent
circuit specificity.
2. In the units under study, in case of the heating
with low magnetic field strength (up to 4000 A/m) the
effect of magnetic hysteresis on the calculation results
must be taken into account; in particular, the
contribution of the hysteresis to the total active power
output in a ferromagnetic load at H0 of up to 2500
A/m amounts to ≥ 24%, and that at H0 of up to 3800
A/m amounts to ≥ 15%.
3. An inner copper layer significantly lowers the
linear voltage drop at the same total heating power
output that enables to increase the heating system
length. For the considered option (Figure 5), using of
double-layer IRHS makes it possible to lower the
voltage drop per system unit length by 30 – 40% and
to increase the IRHS length accordingly.
4. The developed calculation methods can be used
in designing of the considered types of heating units
for ferromagnetic steel objects.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Visible light as a communication medium –
from illumination to data transmission
Boris Jovchev, Rositza Mladenova
The fast development of new Li-Fi (Light-Fidelity) technology based on the unique physical
properties of visible light will make it possible to build high-speed telecommunications networks with
high cell density, compatible and complementary RF networks. The use of visible light for data
transmission allows each LED luminaries to be used as an Internet access point (AP) where the data
is transmitted at speeds unattainable on Radio networks (RF); each user will be able to move between
the light sources, without interrupting the flow of the transmitted data and interception (wiretapping)
of the provided information will be impossible. The realization of these solutions is achieved by using
versions of OFDM and novel algorithms for light intensity processing. .
Видимата светлина като комуникационна среда – от осветление към предаване на
данни (Борис Йовчев, Росица Младенова). Бързото развитие на новата Li-Fi (Light-Fidelity)
технология, основана на уникалните физически свойства на видимата светлина, ще направи
възможно да се изграждат високо скоростни телекомуникационни клетъчни мрежи с голяма
плътност, съвместими и допълващи RF мрежите. Използването на видимата светлина за
предаване на данни дава възможност всяко осветително тяло да се използва и като
Интернет точка за достъп (АP), където данните се предават със скорости, непостижими за
радио мрежите (RF); всеки потребител ще може да се движи между източниците на
светлина , без да се прекъсва потока на предаваните данни, а прехващането (подслушването)
на информацията ще бъде невъзможно. Реализирането на тези решения се постига с
използването на нови варианти на модулацията ортогонално мултиплексиране с честотно
разделяне (OFDM) и разработването на сложни алгоритми за обработка на интензивността
на светлината.

Introduction
On June 3, 1880, Bell's assistant transmitted a
wireless voice telephone message from the roof of the
Franklin School to the window of Bell's laboratory,
some 213 meters away. Bell believed the photophone
was his most important invention. Of the 18 patents
granted in Bell's name alone, and the 12 he shared
with his collaborators, four were for the photophone,
which Bell referred to as his 'greatest achievement',
telling a reporter shortly before his death that the
photophone was "the greatest invention [I have] ever
made, greater than the telephone".
The photophone was similar to a contemporary
telephone, except that it used modulated light as a
means of wireless transmission.
The brightness of a reflected beam of light, as
observed from the location of the receiver, therefore
varied in accordance with the audio-frequency
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variations in air pressure - the sound waves - which
acted upon the mirror. In its ultimate electronic form,
the photophone receiver used a simple selenium cell at
the focus of a parabolic mirror [1], Fig.1.

Fig. 1. The Photophone of Alexander Bell - transmitter
and receiver
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The cell's electrical resistance (between about 100
and 300ohms) varied inversely with the light falling
upon it. The selenium modulated the current flowing
through the circuit, and the current was converted
back into variations of air pressure—sound—by the
earphone. This was the world's first formal wireless
telephone communication, thus making the
photophone the world's earliest known radiophone and
wireless telephone systems. Bell and Tainter had
devised some 50 different methods of modulating and
demodulating light beams for optical telephony.
Despite the recent improvements made in the
company Bell Telephone, the achieved parameters of
radio communications developed by Marconi
surpassed those of Photophone and its further
development has been delayed.
More than 130 years after the photophone first
came to light, professor Harald Haas is pioneering his
own
light-centric
wireless
communications
technology. And ironically, he’s doing so in the
Alexander Bell building at the University of
Edinburgh in Scotland. The term Li-Fi was coined by
prof. Harald Haas, and refers to visible light
communications (VLC) technology. Motivated by the
looming exhaustion of radio (RF) spectrum, he set out
the aim to prove that optical wireless communication
(OWC) are a viable alternative solution to this major
problem.
Wireless data traffic is increasing exponentially
[2]. Despite the continuous improvements in wireless
communication technology, it is expected that the
future demand cannot be met because the radio
frequency spectrum has been almost completely
utilised. This exponentially growing demand, see Fig.
2, is the main challenge for wireless communications
over the next decades.

Фиг. 2. The predicted, almost exponential, increase in
demand of mobile communications services over the next
years, and the corresponding network capacity evolution.
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Founded back in 2012 by Prof. Harald Haas and
his team (which also employs three Bulgarian
scientists) pure Li-Fi develops technologies for secure,
reliable, high-speed optical wireless communication
networks. The company is a spin-off from the
University of Edinburgh.
Light
fidelity
(Li-Fi),
the
high-speed
communication and networking variant of visible light
communication (VLC), aims to unlock a vast amount
of unused electromagnetic spectrum in the visible
light region see Figure 3 [3].

Фиг.3. The electromagnetic spectrum and the vast potential
of unused, unregulated, safe green spectrum in the visible
light part. The visible light spectrum is 10,000 times larger
than the entire radiofrequency spectrum.

Li-Fi works as a signal transmitter with the off-theshelf white LEDs typically used for solid-state
lighting and as a signal receiver with a p-i-n
photodiode or avalanche photodiode. LEDs have
necessary for that purpose property that can be
switched at a very high speed. This means that Li-Fi
systems can illuminate a room and at the same time
provide wireless data connectivity. In connection with
the further increasing of speed, it is developing new
types of light-emitting diodes.
The new Li-Fi technology has not yet been brought
to the wide application because it is facing a number
of technical challenges still to be addressed. As an
example, we will look through the essential of them
relating to:
The modulation
Unlike laser diodes, the LEDs produce incoherent
light, which means the signal phase cannot be used for
data communications. Therefore, the only way to
encode data is to use intensity modulation and direct
detection (IM/DD).
Early work in the field suggested on-off keying
(OOK) and pulse position modulation (PPM) as viable
techniques. However, the bandwidth of the front-end
elements and the optical channel is limited. This leads
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to the requirement for multi-level schemes like
unipolar pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) in order
to achieve higher throughput. As the communication
speeds increase, the limited communication
bandwidth leads to inter-symbol interference (ISI).
Hence, a more sophisticated scheme like orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) becomes the
prime candidate for VLC.
At OFDM, the available bandwidth is divided into
multiple carriers, each of which is modulated with a
quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), see
фиг.4 [4].
Fig. 6. Optical OFDM with DC bias DCO-OFDM

Fig. 4. A communication system based on OFDM.

OFDM is similar to the systems with frequency
division, but in contrast to them uses much more
effectively the available spectrum, since the necessary
spacing between the frequencies is much less. This is
achieved when the transmitted signals are orthogonal
to one another, thus eliminating the interference
between adjacent carrier frequencies.
The conventional OFDM generates complex
bipolar signals. Therefore, modifications have to be
made before it becomes suitable for VLC, see Fig 5.

Fig. 5. Bipolar OFDM signal

The bipolar signals are a problem in Li-Fi, as
LEDs must be controlled by real-value signals.
A number of different techniques for the creation
of unipolar signals exist. A straightforward approach
is called direct-current biased optical OFDM (DCOOFDM). It involves the addition of a bias current to
the bipolar signal, making it unipolar [5], see Fig. 6.
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However, the addition of the direct current (DC)bias increases the power dissipation of the time
domain signal significantly when compared to the
bipolar case.
In order to avoid this DC bias, alternative
techniques such as asymmetrically-clipped optical
OFDM (ACO-OFDM) exploit the properties of the
OFDM frame to generate a signal which does not need
biasing. In ACO-OFDM, only the odd subcarriers in
the frequency domain are modulated, which leads to a
symmetric time domain signal. The symmetry allows
negative values to simply be set to zero without
affecting the encoded information as all distortion
falls on the even subcarriers in the frequency domain.
Similar approaches which exploit different properties
of the OFDM frame, but effectively achieve the same
result are: pulse-amplitude modulated discrete
multitone modulation (PAM-DMT).
Recently, a third technique known as unipolar
OFDM (U-OFDM) has been proposed by the
University of Edinburgh. It takes a real bipolar OFDM
signal and generates a unipolar signal by splitting
every OFDM frame (B) into two separate frames in
the time domain [6]:
1. The first frame (P) contains the positive timedomain samples and zeros in place of the
negative samples.
2. The second frame (N) contains only the
absolute values of the negative samples and
zeros in place of the positive samples.
The common disadvantage of these technologies is
the loss of 50% in spectral efficiency, i.e. the data rate
is reduced by half.
A novel modulation technique coined SIM-OFDM
was recently proposed. SIM-OFDM uses different
frequency carrier states – active and non-active to
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convey information and leads to increased
performance in comparison to conventional OFDM.
Additionally, its innovative structure can lead to a
decrease of the system power peak, and avoids bit
error propagation whilst retaining the benefits of the
concept [7].
However, no significant progress has been made
until now. University of Edinburgh has recently
developed a new technique which allows the spectral
efficiency loss to be avoided.
Driver Technology
Many of the current standardisation efforts have
focused on using constant current drivers. There are
three main reasons to drive LEDs with constant
current:
• To avoid violating the Absolute Maximum
Current Rating and compromising the reliability.
• To obtain predictable and matched luminous
intensity and chromaticity from each LED.
• To optimize the energy efficiency of the driver
circuit.
Until now, the energy efficiency of the driving
circuitry has been critical since it was merely a power
converter stage. However, Li-Fi re-purposes this
technology to provide communications. As a
consequence, to attain the benefits of the latest
developments in optical wireless modulation
techniques, a variable current driver must be
implemented. Qualifying the exact impact of OOFDM
modulation and a variable current driver on the lifespan of the LED chip and the energy efficiency
optimization of it are an open research area.
Backbone Network
A high throughput backbone network is essential
to facilitate the large data densities envisioned in a LiFi system. The backbone network, however, along
with data must also provide power to each Li-Fi AP to
minimise the amount of cabling. Power line
communications (PLC) is also a viable alternative, but
can undermine the inherent security of a Li-Fi
network by disseminating information throughout the
power grid.
Bidirectionality
Most demonstrations of VLC technology until now
have focused on maximising the communication
speed over a point-to-point, unidirectional channel.
However, to realise the envisioned Li-Fi
communication systems, the establishment of
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bidirectional communication is essential, i.e., uplink
transmission. This is not straightforward, as
employing the same VL band in both directions would
result in large self-interference at a transceiver due to
crosstalk, unless physical separation of the photo
diode (PD) and LED can be incorporated. However,
the utilisation of infra-red links to separate the
channels in frequency has led to promising results
At the World Congress of mobile communications
MWC 2014 and CeBIT 2014 the pure LiFi company
submitted the system Li-1st, demonstrating fullduplex communication [8], see Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Li-1st system

The Li-1st allows you to network via a desktop
photosensitive unit that works in tandem with an offthe-shelf, unmodified LED light fixture. The desktop
unit has infrared LEDs to communicate in the uplink
channel.
The product offers full duplex
communication with a capacity of 5Mbps in both the
downlink and uplink over a range of up to three
metres, while simultaneously providing ample desk
space illumination. The distance achieved by the
system depends only on the strength of the light
source, i.e., the LED light. Li-1st offers a simple plugand-play solution for secure wireless point-to-point
Internet access with a wide range of LED luminaires.
Multiple access
Networking cannot be decided without proper
scheme for multi-user access, which allows users to
share communication resources without mutual
eavesdropping (cross-talk). The used in radio
communications for multi-access schemes can be
adapted for optical wireless channels, if they fulfill the
necessary modifications in terms of the intensity
modulation and direct detection (IM / DD). For this
purpose the extension of OFDM - OFDMA
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(Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing for
sharing access is used.
In Q4 of 2014, the pure LiFi team launched and
shipped the world’s first Li-Fi network product – LiFlame – to industry customers worldwide. The system
turns off-the-shelf light fixtures into Li-Fi access
points that can simultaneously communicate to a
plurality of users in a bi-directional fashion. It also
consists of the world’s first battery powered Li-Fi
mobile unit which is attached to a laptop screen and
allows user roaming within a room, or indeed an
entire building. The technology Li-Flame provides
data density significantly greater than Wi-Fi [9].
LI-FI attocell (atto -10-18)
In the past, wireless cellular communications has
significantly benefited from reducing the inter-site
distance of cellular base stations. By reducing the
cell size, the network spectral efficiency has been
increased by two orders of magnitude in the last 25
years. More recently, different cell layers composed
of microcells, picocells and femto cells have been
introduced. However, the uncoordinated and random
deployment of small cells also causes additional
inter- and intra-cell interference which imposes a
limit on how dense these small RF can be deployed
before interference starts offsetting all frequency
reuse gains.
The small cell concept, however, can easily be
extended to VLC in order to overcome the high
interference generated by the close reuse of radio
frequency spectrum in heterogeneous networks. The
optical AP is referred to as an attocell.25 Since it
operates in the visible light spectrum, the optical
attocell does not interfere with the microcellular
network. The optical attocell not only improves indoor
coverage, but since it does not generate any additional
interference, it is able to enhance the capacity of the
RF wireless networks. The user data rate in attocell
networks can be improved by up to three orders of
magnitude.
Moreover, Li-Fi attocells can be deployed as a part
of a heterogeneous VLC-RF network as illustrated in
Fig. 8.
They do not cause any additional interference to
RF macro- and picocells, and can, hence, be deployed
within RF macro-, pico- and even femtocell
environments. This allows the system to vertically
hand-off users between the RF and Li-Fi subnetworks, which enables both free user mobility and
high data throughput.
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Fig.8. Optical Network with atto-cells - achieving high
energy efficiency of the existing infrastructure operation.

Cellular network
The deployment of multiple Li-Fi attocells
provides ubiquitous data coverage in a room in
addition to providing nearly uniform illuminance. This
means that a room contains many attocells forming a
very dense cellular attocell network. Each atto-cell
covers an area of 1-10m2 and distance of about 3m. A
network of such density, however, requires methods
for intra-room interference mitigation while there is
no inter-room interference if the rooms are separated
by concrete walls. The unique properties of optical
radiation, however, offer specific opportunities for
enhanced interference mitigation in optical attocell
networks. Particularly important is the inability of
light to penetrate solid objects, which allows
interference to be managed in a more effective manner
than in RF communication. The VLC interference
mitigation caused by solid objects in a typical indoor
environment leads to a tremendous increase in area
spectral efficiency (ASE) in в bits/s/Hz/m2.
The power of a typical LED light bulb
Professor Harald Haas and his team have made
another breakthrough in Li-Fi by demonstrating that
up to 1.1 gigabit per second (Gbps) can now be
transmitted using light waves from micro LEDs over a
distance of 10 metres using less than 0.5W power.
This is only 5% of the power of a typical 10W LED
light bulb. This proves the point that lights can be
dimmed down (almost switched off) while high data
rates and coverage are maintained.
Conclusion
Research in VLC over the past ten years has
primarily been focused on finding an optimum
modulation scheme for IM/DD assuming point-topoint VLC links by taking into account that VLC may
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serve two simultaneous functions:
(a) Illumination, and
(b) Gigabit wireless communication.
The predominate sources for signal distortion are
frequency dependent in such systems. This constitutes
one key reason why there is now a general
understanding that OFDM is the most suitable choice
as a digital modulation scheme for Li-Fi, and there are
good technical reasons to reconsider the IEEE
802.15.7 VLC standard. The straightforward multiple
access technique that OFDMA provides at almost no
additional complexity and its compatibility to state-ofthe art wireless standards like LTE and IEEE 802.11
further favor the selection of this modulation/multiple
access scheme. The realization of a bidirectional
connection also seems to have been addressed
successfully to an extent that the first commercial
bidirectional point-to-point Li-Fi systems are
available. The most practical solutions to the uplink
channel realization is to consider the IR or RF
spectrum. The confidence brought by encouraging
recent research results and by the successful VLC
link-level demonstrations, has now shifted the focus
towards an entire Li-Fi attocell networking solution.
The unique physical properties of light promise to
deliver very densely-packed high-speed network
connections resulting in orders of magnitude
improved user data rates. Based on these very
promising results, it seems that Li-Fi is rapidly
emerging as a powerful wireless networking solution
to the looming RF spectrum crisis, and an enabling
technology for the future Internet-of-Everything.
Based on past experience that the number of
wireless applications increases by the square of the
number of available physical connections, Li-Fi could
be at the heart of an entire new industry for the next
wave of wireless communications.
It is necessary however still a lot of efforts to
overcome the discussed challenges concerning Li-Fi
technology. It follows that there is also a possibility
and necessity in Bulgaria to be organized
scientifical and technical research (R & D), in order
to prepare specialists in this promising technical field
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of telecommunications, business services
operation of relevant new products and systems.
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